
MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

BY-LAW NO. 2697

BEING A BY- LAW TO REGULATE TRAFFIC AND PARKING ON HIGHWAYS, 

PRIVATE PROPERTY AND MUNICIPAL PROPERTY WITHIN

THE MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

WHEREAS section 5( 3) of the Municipal Act, 2001, S. O. 2001, c. 25, as amended, provides that
a municipal power shall be exercised by a by- law; 

AND WHEREAS subsection 11( 1) of the Municipal Act, 2001, S. O. 2001, c. 25, as amended, 

provides that a municipality may pass bylaws to provide any service or thing that the municipality
considers necessary or desirable to the public; 

AND WHEREAS section 11( 3), paragraph 1 of the Municipal Act, 2001, S. O. 2001, c. 25, as
amended, provides that a lower -tier municipality may pass bylaws respecting highways, including
parking and traffic on highways; 

AND WHEREAS section 11( 3), paragraph 8 of the Municipal Act, 2001, S. O. 2001, c. 25, as
amended, provides that a lower -tier municipality may pass bylaws respecting parking, except on
highways; 

AND WHEREAS the Council of the Corporation of the Municipality of Central Elgin enacted By- 
law No. EG- 1 on January 28, 2002, and, from time to time thereafter, multiple amendments
thereto, to regulate traffic and the parking of vehicles, including motor vehicles, within the territorial
limits of the Municipality of Central Elgin; 

AND WHEREAS it is deemed expedient to repeal By- law No. EG- 1 and all its amendments and
replace those enactments with a new by- law to regulate traffic and the parking of vehicles, 
including motor vehicles, within the territorial limits of the Municipality of Central Elgin; 

NOW THEREFORE, THE COUNCIL OF THE CORPORATION OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF

CENTRAL ELGIN ENACTS AS FOLLOWS: 

SECTION 1 — DEFINITIONS

In this By- law: 

1. 1 ` Accessible Parking Permit' shall mean an accessible parking permit issued pursuant
to the Highway Traffic Act or any Regulation enacted thereunder or a permit, numbered
plate or other marker or device issued by another jurisdiction and recognized under
the Highway Traffic Act as an Accessible Parking Permit. 

1. 2 ` Accessible Parking Permit Holder' shall mean a person that qualifies for, and has
obtained, an Accessible Parking Permit. 

1. 3 ` Authorized Sign' shall mean any sign or device placed or erected on a highway under
the authority of this By- law by the Director for the purpose of regulating, warning or
guiding traffic. 

1. 4 ` Bicycle' is a vehicle as defined under the Highway Traffic Act. 



1. 5 ' Boulevard' shall be construed to mean that portion of every highway within the limits
of the Municipality which is not used as a sidewalk or a travelled roadway. 

1. 6 ` Bus Stop' shall mean a part of a highway designated as a point at which buses stop
to take on or let off passengers. 

1. 7 ' Commercial Motor Vehicle' shall mean a motor vehicle having permanently attached
thereto a truck or delivery body and includes but is not limited to ambulances, hearses, 
casket wagons, fire apparatus, buses and tractors used for hauling purposes on
highways. 

1. 8 ` Corner' with reference to a highway intersection means the point of intersection of the
prolongation of the lateral curb lines or in the absence of curbs the prolongation of the
edges of the roadways. 

1. 9 ' Corporation' shall mean the Corporation of the Municipality of Central Elgin. 

1. 10 ` Council' shall mean the Council of the Corporation of the Municipality of Central Elgin. 

1. 11 ' Crossover' or `Pedestrian Crossover' shall have the same meaning as ' Pedestrian
Crossover' in the Highway Traffic Act. 

1. 12 ` Crosswalk' shall mean: 

a. that part of a highway at an intersection that is included within the connections of
the lateral lines of the sidewalks on opposite sides of the highway measured from
the curbs, or, in the absence of curbs, from the edges of the roadway; or

b. any portion of a roadway at an intersection or elsewhere distinctly indicated for
pedestrian crossing by signs or by lines or other markings on the surface, including
but not necessarily limited to that portion of a roadway at an intersection or
elsewhere distinctly indicated for pedestrian crossing by school crossing signs ( in
accordance with the Ontario Traffic Manual — Book 5 Regulatory Signs) or by lines
or other markings on the surface thereof. 

1. 13 ` Curb' or ' Curbline' shall mean the edge of the travelled portion of the highway, or, as
applicable, street or roadway. 

1. 14 ` Designated Parking Space' or ` Designated Accessible Parking Space' shall mean a
parking space located on any public highway under the jurisdiction of the Corporation
of the Municipality of Central Elgin or on any property owned or occupied by the
Corporation of the Municipality of Central Elgin or any local board thereof and
designated for parking of vehicles and marked by an official sign indicating such space
to be for the sole use of vehicles displaying an Accessible Parking Permit. 

1. 15 ' Director' shall mean the Director of Infrastructure and Community Services for the
Corporation, and/ or Director Asset Management and Development Services or their

designate. 

1. 16 ` Driveway' shall mean the improved land on a highway which provides vehicular access
from the Roadway to a Laneway or a parking area on adjacent land. 



1. 17 ` Double Parking' shall mean the parking of a vehicle on any roadway, beside another
vehicle which is legally parked adjacent to the curb of the roadway or edge of the
roadway, as the case may be, so that the said vehicles are side -by -side or any part of
the said vehicles are side -by -side. 

1. 18 ` Electric Vehicle' means a vehicle that is propelled by one or more electric motors, 
using electrical energy stored in one or more rechargeable batteries or another energy
storage device and is capable of being plugged into and thereby draw electrical energy
from and Electric Charging Station and includes a plug- in electric motor vehicle or plug- 
in hybrid motor vehicle. 

1. 19 ' Electric Charging Station' shall mean a publicly or privately -owned parking space that
provides access to equipment that supplies a source of electricity for charging electric
vehicles. 

1. 20 ` Electric Vehicle Charging Parking Space' shall mean a parking space designated for
the use of an Electric Vehicle, which designation may include but is not necessarily
limited to a sign or pavement marking. 

1. 21 ' Entrance' shall have the same meaning as Driveway as defined herein. 

1. 22 ' Gross Weight' shall mean the combined weight of vehicle and load. 

1. 23 ` Heavy Truck' shall mean
a. any commercial motor vehicle which has a rated gross vehicle weight exceeding

4, 535. 92 kilograms according to the current permit or vehicle registration which has
been issued pursuant to the Highway Traffic Act for such motor vehicle or its foreign
equivalent for such motor vehicle, regardless of the actual weight of such vehicles; 

or

b. a trailer that has a manufacturer' s gross weight rating exceeding 1, 360 kilograms, 
regardless of the actual weight of such trailer, 

but does not include a vehicle operated by or on behalf of the Corporation or a school
bus which is in the course of transferring children or Persons with Disabilities to and
from schools. 

1. 24 ` Highway' shall include a common and Public Highway, Street, Avenue, Parkway, 
Driveway, Square, Place, Bridge, Viaduct or Trestle, any part of which is intended for
or used by the general public for passage of vehicles and includes the area between
the lateral property lines thereof. 

1. 25 ' Highway Traffic Act' shall mean the Highway Traffic Act, R. S. O. 1990, c. H. B, as

amended, and/ or any successor legislation or statute thereto. 

1. 26 ' Holiday' shall mean New Year' s Day, Good Friday, Easter Sunday, Easter Monday, 
Victoria Day, Canada Day, the day proclaimed as a Civic Holiday ( first Monday in
August of each calendar year), Labour Day, Thanksgiving Day, Remembrance Day, 
Christmas Day, and Boxing Day; provided that, if New Year's Day or Canada Day falls
on a Saturday or Sunday and the following Monday is also a holiday and, further
thereto, if Christmas Day falls on a Saturday or Sunday then the following Monday and
Tuesday are also holidays. 



1. 27 ' Intersection' shall mean the area embraced within the prolongation or connection of
the lateral curblines or, if none, then of the lateral boundary lines of two or more
highways that join one another at an angle, whether or not highway crosses the other. 

1. 28 ' Laneway' shall mean improved land adjacent to the highway which provides access
from a roadway to a parking area on adjacent land, excluding a driveway. 

1. 29 ` Loading' shall mean the physical activity of moving merchandise from or to a property
or another vehicle and / or the physical activity of passengers entering or departing a
vehicle. 

1. 30 ` Loading Zone' shall mean the part of a highway set apart for the exclusive purpose of
parking a vehicle to load or unload same. 

1. 31 ` Metered Parking Space' shall mean a parking space on a roadway or highway or in a
designated parking lot for which a meter or other mechanical, digital or other device, 
software or cloud application is provided to pay for use of that parking space and
includes but is not necessarily limited to any parking space or spaces adjacent to or in
the vicinity of the location of an associated parking meter or other mechanical device. 

1. 32 ` Motor Vehicle' includes an automobile, motorcycle, motor -assisted bicycle and any
other vehicle propelled or driven otherwise than by muscular power, but does not
include the cars of electric or steam railways, or other motor vehicles running only upon
rails, or a motorized snow vehicle, traction engine, farm tractor, self-propelled
implement of husbandry or road -building or winter control machine within the meaning
of the Highway Traffic Act. 

1. 33 ' M. T. O.' shall mean the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario. 

1. 34 ' Municipal Act' shall mean the Municipal Act, 2001, S. O. 2001, c. 25, as amended, and/ or

any successor legislation or statute thereto. 

1. 35 ' Municipal Property" shall mean property owned by or under the control or management of
the Corporation, or any local board thereof, by lease, agreement, operation of law, or
otherwise. 

1. 36 ` Municipality' shall mean the Municipality of Central Elgin. 

1. 37 ` Officer' shall mean a Police Officer with jurisdiction within the territorial limits of the
Municipality, including but not necessarily limited to the Ontario Provincial Police, a By - 
Law Enforcement Officer appointed or authorized by the Municipality, a Fire Chief or
most senior member of the Central Elgin Fire Service on -scene at a fireground for the

purposes of section 8. 4, or any other person authorized by Council and charged with
the duty or responsibility for enforcement of this By- law. 

1. 38 ` Official Sign' shall mean a sign approved by the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario. 

1. 39 ` Park' or `Parking', when prohibited, means the standing of a vehicle, whether occupied
or not, except when standing temporarily for the purpose of and while actually engaged
in loading or unloading merchandise or passengers. 



1. 40 ` Parking Infraction' shall mean any unlawful parking, standing or stopping of a vehicle
that constitutes a violation of this By- law. 

1. 41 ` Parking Meter' shall mean, whether applicable to a single or multiple parking spaces
on a highway or roadway or within a designated parking lot, a device that shall indicate
thereon the length of time during which a vehicle may be parked, which device shall
have as a part thereof a slot and receptacle for receiving and storing coins and/or for
the insertion and reading of a credit card to deposit payment, and/ or an electronic
reader to scan an electronic device, including but not necessarily limited to a cellular
telephone, to deposit payment, a receptacle from which a printed payment/ parking
receipt can be retrieved, a timing mechanism to indicate the passage of the interval of
time during which the parking is permissible and which may also display a signal when
said interval of time shall have elapsed, and the display of instructions and relevant
information as to the use and operation thereof. 

1. 42 ' Parking Meter Cover' shall mean a hood, bag or other covering for a parking meter
that is placed over a parking meter by an authorized official to indicate that a parking
meter is not to be used. 

1. 43 ' Parking Space' shall mean a portion of the surface of a roadway or highway or designated
parking lot designed, constructed, installed, or established, for the parking of a vehicle or
motor vehicle, the parameters of which may be defined by surface markings and the use
of which may be controlled or regulated by a parking meter. 

1. 44 ` Parking Zone' shall mean a portion of the surface of a roadway or highway designed, 
constructed, installed, or established for the parking of more than one vehicle or motor
vehicles, the parameters of which may be defined by surface markings and the use of which
may be controlled or regulated by a parking meter or meters,. 

1. 45 ' Person with a Disability' means an individual with: 
a. any degree of physical disability, infirmity, malformation or disfigurement that is

caused by bodily injury, birth defect or illness and, without limiting the generality of
the foregoing, includes diabetes mellitus, epilepsy, a brain injury, any degree of
paralysis, amputation, lack of physical co- ordination, blindness or visual

impediment, deafness or hearing impediment, muteness or speech impediment, or
physical reliance on a guide dog or other animal or on a wheelchair or other remedial
appliance or device, 

b. a condition of mental impairment or a developmental disability; 
c. a learning disability, or a dysfunction in one or more of the processes involved in

understanding or using symbols or spoken language, 
d. a mental disorder, or

e. an injury or disability for which benefits were claimed or received under the
insurance plan established under the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act, 1997; 

1. 46 ` Police Officer' means a member of the Police Force having jurisdiction within the
territorial limits of the Municipality, including but not necessarily limited to the Ontario
Provincial Police. 

1. 47 ' Provincial Offences Act' shall mean the Provincial Offenses Act, R. S. O. 1990, c. P. 33, as

amended, and/ or any successor legislation or statute thereto. 



1. 48 ' Railway Crossing' shall mean any location that a railway line crosses, intersects, overlaps
with or otherwise exists within the Road Allowance including but not necessarily limited to
any highway or roadway located therein. 

1. 49 ' Road Allowance' shall mean all allowances for highways and/ or roadways, except insofar

as such road allowances have been stopped up according to law, made by the Crown
Surveyors, all highways laid out or established under the authority of any statute, all
highways or roadways on which public money has been expended for opening or on which
statutory labour has been usually performed, all highways dedicated by the owner of the
land to public use, and all alterations and/ or deviations thereof, and all bridges over or
between any such allowance upon which a highway or roadway has been established
and/ or constructed. 

1. 50 ` Roadway' shall mean the part of the highway that is improved, designed or ordinarily
used for vehicular traffic, but does not include the shoulder, and, where a highway
includes two or more separate roadways, the term `roadway' refers to any one roadway
separately and not to all of the roadways collectively. 

1. 51 ` School Bus' means a chrome yellow bus that is used for the transportation of children or
person( s) with a disability to or from a school or a Training Centre, as the case may be, and
which bus bears on the front and rear thereof the words ` school bus' and on the rear thereof

the words " do not pass when signals flashing". 

1. 52 ` School Vehicle' shall mean a vehicle that is used for the transportation of persons to or
from school or person( s) with a disability to or from a school or a Training Centre, as the
case may be, and shall include a school bus, and/ or a vehicle that is designed to carry less
than ten ( 10) passengers and is used for the transportation of persons and which vehicle
is identified by public vehicle plates and/ or school safety stickers. 

1. 53 ` Shoulder' shall mean that portion of any highway which abuts the roadway thereof and
which is designed and intended for passage or stopping of vehicles or motor vehicles but
which extends and no more than 3. 6 metres in width from the limit of the roadway. 

1. 54 ` Sidewalk' includes all such parts of a highway as are set aside by the Municipality for
use of pedestrians or use by the general public for the passage of pedestrians. 

1. 55 ` Stand' or ` Standing', when prohibited, means the halting of a vehicle, even

momentarily, whether occupied or not, except when necessary to avoid conflict with
other traffic or in compliance with the directions of a constable or other police officer or
of a traffic control sign or signal. 

1. 56 ` Stop' or `Stopping', when prohibited, means the halting of a vehicle, even momentarily, 
whether occupied or not, except when necessary to avoid conflict with other traffic or
in compliance with the directions of a constable or other police officer or of a traffic
control sign or signal. 

1. 57 ` Time' means that where an expression of time occurs or where any hour or other
period of time is stated, the time referred to shall be standard time except in periods
when daylight saving time is in effect, in which periods, it shall be daylight saving time. 



1. 58 ' Tractor -Trailer Unit' shall mean the combination of a commercial motor vehicle and a trailer

or semi- trailer. 

1. 59 ' Traffic' shall include pedestrians, ridden or herded animals, vehicles, motor vehicles, and
other conveniences either singly or together while using any' s highway or roadway for the
purposes of travel. 

1. 60 ` Trailer' shall mean a vehicle that is at any time drawn upon a highway by a motor vehicle, 
except an implement of husbandry, mobile home, another motor vehicle or any device or
apparatus not designed to transport persons or property, temporarily drawn, propelled or
moved upon such highway, and except a sidecar attached to a motorcycle, and shall be
considered a separate vehicle and not part of the motor vehicle by which it is drawn. 

1. 61 ' Traffic Control Signal' means any device, manually, electrically or mechanically
operated for the regulation or control of traffic. 

1. 62 ' U- Turn' means the turning of a vehicle within a roadway so as to proceed in the
opposite direction. 

1. 63 ` Unlicensed Vehicle' shall mean a motor vehicle that does not have a number plate
displayed for does not have a current validation of a vehicle permit affixed to the number
plate, in the manner as required and prescribed in the Highway Traffic Act. 

1. 64 ` Vehicle' includes a motor vehicle, trailer, traction engine, farm tractor, road -building
machine and any vehicle drawn, propelled or driven by any kind of power, including
muscular power, but does not include a motorized snow vehicle or the cars of electric
or steam railways running only upon rails. 

SECTION 2 - INTERPRETATION

2. 1 In this By- law the following abbreviations and symbols stand for the words respectively set
forth opposite thereto as follows: 

Ave. Avenue

Blvd. Boulevard

PI. Place

St. Street

Cres. Crescent

Ct. Court

Dr. Drive

Rd. Road

mm Millimetre

cm Centimetre

m Metre

km/ h Kilometres per hour
kg Kilograms

A. M. Ante Meridian

P. M. Post Meridian



2. 2 Where a distance is used in this By- law as part of a prohibition of parking or stopping within
a specified distance of an object, structure, land or a part of a highway, such distance shall
be measured: 

a. from the limit of the road allowance; or

b. from a point referenced to a lot line or limit; and
c. all distances/ dimensions are measured in the metric measurement of metres. 

2. 3 In this By- law: 
a. Words indicating a person of singular number and/ or, if not otherwise indicated, 

masculine gender only includes multiple numbers of persons, parties, or things and
feminine and/ or neutral gender. 

b. a word interpreted in the singular number has a corresponding meaning when used in
the plural. 

c. ` May' shall be construed as imperative. 
d. definitions and interpretations not otherwise included herein but otherwise provided for

in the Highway Traffic Act, shall extend and apply to this By- law. 

2. 4 All Schedules referred to in this By- law shall form part of this By- law and each entry in a
Column of such a Schedule shall be read in conjunction with the entry or entries across
therefrom, and not otherwise. 

2. 5 Council hereby delegates to the Director the authority to amend Schedules A, B, C, E, G
and H to By- law No. 2697, or any successor Schedules thereto, including the authority to
make amendments with regard to stopping prohibitions, stop controlled intersections, one- 
way streets, turn restrictions, parking restrictions, parking meter zones, community safety
zones or lane designations, and other traffic control measures. For the purposes of section
23.2(4) of the Municipal Act, 2001 it is the opinion of Council that the legislative power
delegated pursuant to this By- law is of a minor nature. 

SECTION 3 - GENERAL TRAFFIC REGULATIONS

APPLICATION OF BY- LAW

3. 1 This By- law applies to all highways under the jurisdiction of the Corporation of the
Municipality of Central Elgin. 

BY- LAW SUBJECT TO THE HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT

3. 2 The provisions of this By- law are subject to the provisions of the Highway Traffic Act. 

AUTHORITY TO ERECT SIGNS

3. 3 The Corporation, by its Director, is authorized to place or erect and to maintain any such
signs as are required to give effect to the provisions of this By- law. 

AUTHORITY TO IMPLEMENT TEMPORARY PROVISION

3. 4 An Officer as defined in this By- law is hereby authorized, as the occasion arises and when
required in order to assist in the care of moving traffic, to set apart and indicate or designate
a parking space or spaces on highways or roadways or in designated parking lots in the
Municipality by causing lines to be painted and/ or signs to be erected upon the pavement, 



curbs or surface of any highway or roadway or immediately adjacent thereto, or portion
thereof, as a temporary provision for the restriction of parking on any such roadway or
highway and to make such other temporary provision for directing traffic as may be
necessary. 

INTERFERENCE WITH AUTHORIZED/ OFFICIAL SIGNS AND PARKING METERS

3. 5 No person shall: 
a. alter, deface, remove or destroy any sign erected by the Municipality or any

pavement lines or other marks for guiding the parking of vehicles or the regulations
of traffic; 

b. deface, injure, tamper with, open, willfully break, destroy or impair the usefulness of
any parking meter; or, 

c. alter, interfere with, or change the position of any such sign, line or other mark or
parking meter, unless such person has been duly authorized so to do by the
Municipality. 

UNAUTHORIZED SIGNS

3. 6 No person shall place, maintain or display on any highway any unauthorized device which
is an imitation of, or purports to be, or resembles any sign, official sign or signal which
purports to direct parking or the movement of traffic or the actions of operators or drivers
of vehicles or motor vehicles. Any such device shall be deemed a public nuisance and any
Officer authorized to enforce this By- law may remove the same without notice. 

OBEDIENCE TO ALL PARKING METERS SIGNS AND SIGNALS

3. 7 No person using a roadway or highway within the Municipality shall fail to observe or fail to
comply with any direction indicated by any permanent or temporary meter, sign, or
signal erected or placed for the purpose of regulating or directing traffic. 

EMERGENCY FIRE REGULATIONS

3. 8 No driver of any vehicle, 
a. shall drive a vehicle within 150m of any building which is on fire; 
b. shall drive a vehicle over or across any line or hose established or laid by any

personnel of the Central Elgin Fire Service or attending Fire Chief or Captain; 
c. shall drive a vehicle on any roadway or highway, or part thereof, closed by the

attending Police authority in connection with any fire occurrence
d. shall drive a vehicle on any roadway or highway, or part thereof, beyond and in

contravention of a temporary sign placed or directed by any personnel of the Central
Elgin Fire Service, attending Fire Chief or Captain, Officer, or any attending Police
Officer in connection with any fire occurrence. 

FUNERALS AND PARADES

3. 9 No person shall drive any vehicle, except emergency vehicles, between the vehicles
in any duly authorized parade or funeral procession on any roadway or highway, 
provided the vehicles in such parade or procession are properly designated. 



NO DRIVING ON SIDEWALK PATH OR BOULEVARD

3. 10 No person shall drive a motor vehicle within, upon, across or along any sidewalk, path
or boulevard except at a driveway or laneway. 

3. 11 No person or persons shall ride or otherwise operate a bicycle within, upon, across, or
along any sidewalk, path or boulevard except at a driveway or laneway. 

RAISED CURB

3. 12 No person shall drive any vehicle over any raised curb on or upon any roadway or
highway. 

PROHIBITION AGAINST DRIVING ON BEACH

3. 13 No person shall drive any vehicle on any beach open and accessible to the public; provided
that such prohibition does not apply to drivers of municipal service or enforcement vehicles, 
emergency vehicles, police vehicles, or vehicles for which authorization or permission to
do so has been granted by the municipality. 

ABANDONMENT OF VEHICLES

3. 14 No person shall abandon any vehicle, including any vehicle that is incapable of being
propelled or driven by any kind of power, on or near a highway or roadway. 

BUS STOPS

3. 15 Buses operated upon a roadway or highway in the Municipality shall take on or
discharge passengers only on the right- hand side of the bus. When stopping at a bus stop, 
the bus operator shall stop the bus in such a manner so as not to obstruct traffic. 

3. 16 When an authorized bus stop sign is on display, no person shall stop or park a vehicle
nearer than 15m before the said sign, save and except if and while being driven or operated
in a lane designated for use by moving vehicular traffic. 

PLAYING ON HIGHWAY

3. 17 No person shall: 
a. engage in any game or sports activity upon a roadway, or part thereof; or, 
b. use or travel upon any roadway or sidewalk with roller skates, skateboard, sleigh, 

toy vehicle, or similar equipment or device

PROHIBITION OF REPAIRING WASHING WAXING OR GREASING OF VEHICLE

3. 18 No person shall make use of the roadway for the purpose of washing, waxing, greasing
or repairing any vehicle, except such emergency repairs as are necessary to enable
the vehicle to be removed from the highway and disabled vehicles shall be removed or
caused to be removed from the highway by the driver or owner without delay. 



DISPLAYING FOR SALE

3. 19 No person shall park any vehicle on any highway, including roadway, for the purpose
of displaying the same for sale. 

SECTION 4 — GENERAL PARKING REGULATIONS

4. 1 Subject to or in conjunction with the provisions of section 5 below, no person shall stop or
park a vehicle or permit a vehicle to be stopped or parked: 
a. on or within any sidewalk, crosswalk, crossover, railway crossing or boulevard; 
b. in front of or within 1 m of any lane, laneway, driveway or alley entrance; 
c. except at points where parking is otherwise designated, with the right- hand wheels of

the vehicle at a greater distance from the curbline than 0. 15m or, between October 1 of
each calendar year and April 30 of the following calendar year and subject to any
provision set forth in section 5 below, as nearly within such distance as the conditions
of the highway allow; 

d. on the roadway side of a vehicle stopped or parked at the edge or curb of a highway, 
commonly referred to as double parking; 

e. at the edge or curb on the left side of the roadway having regard to the direction such
vehicle was proceeding except where parking is permitted on the left- hand side of the
roadway of a highway designated for one- way traffic; 

f. in such position as to obstruct traffic; 
g. within 8m of any Fire Hall on the side of the highway on which the Fire Hall is located or

within the 30m of such Fire Hall on the opposite side of theroadway; 

h. on any street within 9m of the projection of the curbline of any intersecting street except
where such intersection is visibly and lawfully designated as a ` Bus Stop' at which
intersection all vehicles shall be parked in accordance with the instructions set out on
the designating sign or signs; 

i. on any bridge, subway and/ or any approach thereto; 
j. within 3m of the point of the curbline which is nearest any fire hydrant; 
k. within 2m of the space on the same side of the highway directly in front of the entrance

to church, hospital, hotel, theatre, hall or other public building where large numbers of
people assemble, except while actually taking on or discharging passengers, other than
a bus in a bus stop, or other than a taxi -cab in a taxi -cab stand, when any such stop or
stand has been officially designated and appropriately signed; 

I. within 15m of an intersection controlled by traffic control signals; 
m. within 15m of the nearest rail of a level Railway Crossing; 
n. in a position or place that prevents or is likely to prevent the removal of any vehicle

already parked on the highway; 
o. on any highway where the travelled portion of the roadway is less than 6m wide; 
p. within 15m of a pedestrian crossover; 
q. alongside or adjacent to the tracks of any railway; 
r. within a loading zone; 
s. on any Municipal Property where signs informing of such municipal ownership or

prohibiting stopping or parking have been erected; 
t. where appropriate signs are erected and on display at any place or location for

emergency vehicles only; or, 

u. where appropriate signs are erected and on display on highways and between the limits
set out respectively in Schedule ` A' hereto. 



SECTION 5 — SPECIFIC PARKING REGULATIONS

RELIGIOUS SERVICES

5. 1 Where appropriate signs are displayed and authorized by a By- law of the Municipality, 
persons in attendance during religious services are exempt from general parking
regulations set out above. 

RESTRICTED PARKING

5. 2 Subject to section 5. 3 through section 5. 32 inclusive below, and where appropriate

signs are erected and on display, no person shall park a vehicle on any highway at the
side and between the limits set out respectively in Columns 1, 2, and 3 of Schedule ` B' 
to this By- law during the times or days set out in Column 4 of the said Schedule for a
longer period of time than that set out in Column 5 of the Schedule. 

MAXIMUM PARKING TIME LIMITS

5. 3 In the absence of signage prescribing a shorter time period, no person shall permit a
vehicle to remain parked or standing upon any part of any roadway or highway in the
Municipality for a period longer than five ( 5) hours. 

OVERNIGHT PARKING ON MUNICIPAL ROADWAY OR HIGHWAY

5. 4 No person shall park a vehicle or allow a vehicle to stand upon any part of any roadway
or highway in the Municipality between the hours of 3: 00 AM. and 5: 00 AM. of any day, 
between October 1 of each calendar year and April 30 of the following calendar year; 
provided that: 
a. the prohibition set forth immediately above shall not apply to any vehicle for which

the owner of such vehicle has obtained an Overnight Parking Permit from the
Director and provided that such Overnight Parking Permit is affixed in a conspicuous
manner and location at or near the upper left corner of the rear window of the said

vehicle and the owner or driver thereof has otherwise complied with the terms and

conditions of that Permit and the provisions of both the Highway Traffic and this By- 
law.; and, 

b. the Overnight Parking Permit referred to in section 5.4( a) above may be issued at
the discretion of the Director upon satisfaction of the preconditions therefor as set
forth in any municipal policy adopted therefor and in effect from time to time, 
including but not limited to payment of the annual or daily fee(s) specified therein. 

PARKING ON ONE- WAY STREETS

5. 5 Notwithstanding section 4. 1 above, where Council, under this By- law, has designated
certain streets as one-way streets, vehicles parking on the left- hand side of the street
shall park with the left- hand wheels of the vehicle at not more than 0. 3m from the
curbline or, in winter, as nearly as possible within such distance as the conditions of
the highway permit. 

PARKING IN PARKING SPACE CONTROLLED BY PARKING METER

5. 6 No driver of a vehicle shall park that vehicle in a parking space on a roadway or



highway as regulated by a parking meter between the hours of 9: 00 a. m. and 6: 00 p. m. 
on any day of the week, unless the driver of such vehicle first deposits in the parking
meter associated with that parking space the requisite monetary payment as provided
for on such meter or any associated instructions. 

MAXIMUM PARKING LIMIT ON METER

5. 7 No driver of a vehicle which he or she had parked in a parking space or parking zone
on a roadway or highway or in a designated parking lot shall allow such vehicle to
remain parked in that parking space or parking zone for a longer period than that for
which payment has been made at and by the associated parking meter or meters, 
provided, however, that this restriction shall not prevent the driver of the vehicle from
using the unexpired time remaining in the meter from its previous use without making
further deposit or payment in that parking meter or meters. 

5. 8 No driver of a vehicle which he or she had parked in a parking space or parking zone
on a roadway or highway or in a designated parking lot shall allow that vehicle to remain
in that parking space or parking zone for a longer period than the maximum time paid
for at and thereafter permitted by the associated parking meter. 

5. 9 No driver of a vehicle shall park that vehicle in a parking space or parking zone in such
a manner that the vehicle is not wholly within either the area designated as a parking
space or the area marked as a parking zone, and if the vehicle being parked is of such
length or width so as to prevent it from being parked within one parking space or the
parking zone, as the case may be, then the person parking same shall make the
necessary deposit or payment in the associated parking meter or meters for any
adjoining parking space( s) occupied, either in whole or in part, by the said vehicle. 

PARKING PROCEDURES AT METER

5. 10 No driver of a vehicle shall park such vehicle in a parking space on a roadway or
highway that is regulated by a parking meter unless the front and rear of such vehicle
is alongside or as close as practical to the parking meter associated with such
parking space. 

PARKING METER LOCATIONS

5. 11 The roadways or highways, or parts thereof, as set out in Schedule `E' to this By- law
are designated for establishment of parking spaces or parking zones. 

PARKING METER RATES

5. 12 Unless as otherwise indicated on any parking meter or instructions associated therewith, 
the parking meter rates to be paid to occupy a parking space or parking zone on any
roadway or highway, or any part or parts thereof, or within a designated parking lot are as
set forth in Schedule ` D' to this By- law; provided that, in the event of any inconsistency
between any parking rate set forth in Schedule ' D' hereto and a rate displayed on any
parking meter or instructions associate therewith, the rate on the said meter or instructions
shall prevail. 

PARKING OF HEAVY TRUCKS AND BUSES



5. 13 No person shall park a heavy truck, or a bus, or a school bus, or allow a heavy truck, 
or a bus, or a school bus to stand on any highway in any residential zone within the
territorial limits of the Municipality. 

5. 14 The provisions of section 5. 13 above do not apply to prohibit the parking or standing
of any heavy truck upon a roadway in any residential zone while the driver thereof is
actually engaged in the delivery of goods or services to any premises within the
immediate vicinity thereof or to prohibit the parking or standing of any bus or school
bus upon a roadway while the operator thereof is actually engaged in the embarking
or disembarking of passengers within the immediate vicinity thereof. 

MANNER OF PARKING OF MOTORCYCLES

5. 15 No person shall park a motorcycle in a parking space or parking zone on a roadway or
highway at more than an angle of forty- five ( 45) degrees to the adjacent curb. 

5. 16 Where a parking space is designated by pavement markings on a roadway or highway or
within a designated parking lot and unless otherwise indicated, no more than three ( 3) 
motorcycles shall be parked in any one ( 1) parking space. 

PARKING IN DESIGNATED ACCESSIBLE PARKING SPACE

5. 17 No person shall park, stop, stand, stop or leave a vehicle in a Designated Accessible
Parking Space unless a currently valid Accessible Parking Permit has been issued to
that person or to a passenger being picked up or otherwise transported in the vehicle
and such Permit is displayed on or in the vehicle in accordance with the requirements

of the Highway Traffic Act and/ or this By- law. 

5. 18 No person shall park, stand, stop, or leave a vehicle in an access aisle associated with a
Designated Accessible Parking Space. 

5. 19 No person shall park, stand, stop, or leave more than one vehicle in any one Designated
Accessible Parking Space at any one time. 

5. 20 No person shall park a vehicle in a Designated Accessible Parking Space within which is
occupied, either in whole or in part, by another vehicle. 

PARKING IN MUNICIPAL LOT - TIMED PARKING - ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION OF

LICENCE PLATE NUMBER

5. 21 For purposes of this section `designated parking space' shall mean a part of any designated
parking lot which is designated for parking of a single vehicle, and marked by adjacent
posts, surface paint or other suitable markings, or other suitable means of identification. 

5. 22 The lands identified on Schedule ' G' hereto are hereby designated as parking lots to be
used fortimed parking of vehicles forwhich permission is acquired by electronic registration
of motor vehicle licence plate number and payment of required parking fees at a centralized
parking meter located on such lot or lots. 

5. 23 Each lot identified in column 1 to Schedule `G' herein shall be operated on a timed parking
basis by which such parking entitlement is identified through electronic registration of



applicable vehicle licence plate number during the times mentioned in column 2 thereof on
each day mentioned in column 3 thereof and at the rates set forth in column 4 thereof. 

5. 24 On the days and during the times set forth in Schedule `G' hereto, no person shall park a
vehicle on any parking lot( s) identified in Schedule ' G' hereto except in a parking space
therein and, upon parking the said vehicle, the driver thereof shall pay the specified parking
fee therefor forthwith by electronic registration of the vehicle licence plate number of the
parked vehicle at the centralized parking meter and thereafter deposit or otherwise
authorize payment of such fee at the said parking meter as located on the said parking lot. 

5. 25 Notwithstanding the requirements of section 5. 24 above and in the designated parking lots
identified in Schedule ` G' hereto, any vehicle( s) belonging to and parked by an on -duty
member or employee of a police force, a Ministry of the Province of Ontario, or the
Corporation are not required to comply with the requirements thereof. 

5. 26 For purposes of the lawful parking of a vehicle in a designated parking lot in accordance
with section 5. 24 above: 

a. unless designated for vehicles other than motor vehicles, no person shall park a vehicle
that is not a motor vehicle, within any parking space; 

b. save and except for the parking of more than three ( 3) motorcycles in accordance with
section 5. 16 above, no person shall park more than one vehicle in any one parking space
at any one time; 

c. no person shall park a motor vehicle in a parking space that is partly or completely
occupied by another motor vehicle; 

d. upon parking any motor vehicle which by reasons of it size necessarily occupies more
than one parking space or a portion thereof, the driver of such motor vehicle shall
purchase parking entitlement for the same time period for each of the designated parking
spaces so occupied by the said motor vehicle; 

e. for purposes of payment of any fee as referred to in section 5. 24 above, no person shall
insert for verification, cause to be inserted for verification or attempt to insert for

verification in any centralized parking meter a credit card or any other object other than
those credit cards indicated as acceptable upon the centralized parking meter; 

f. no person shall deposit, cause to be deposited, or attempt to deposit in any centralized
parking meter in any parking lot identified in Schedule ' G' hereto any coin or coins other
than those of Dominion of Canada or United States of America; 

g. no person shall park a motor vehicle in any parking space or part thereof in any
designated parking lot identified in Schedule ' G' hereto beyond the authorized time
entitlement purchased in accordance with section 5. 24 above; 

h. unless authorized by the Corporation, no person shall move, remove, alter, or tamper
with any centralized parking meter erected or placed upon or within a designated parking
lot identified in Schedule ' G' hereto. 

i. no person shall use any parking space( s) or any parking lot for the purpose of camping, 
overnight occupancy of a vehicle, temporary residency within a vehicle or any other
similar activity wherein a person is making use of a vehicle for the purpose of staying
overnight in a parking lot. 

BEACH ZONE

5. 27 Between May 1 and September 30th of each calendar year, the roadways identified in
column 1 of Schedule ' H' hereto on the side identified in column 2 and between the points
identified in columns 3 and 4, both individually and in combination, shall constitute and be



designated as `Beach Zone' for purposes of regulated parking hereunder. 

5. 28 All parking regulations as set forth in this By- law shall apply to the Beach Zone and any
violation thereof shall be subject to enforcement pursuant as set forth section 8. 2 below. 

PARKING IN ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING STATION

5. 29 No person shall park a vehicle in an Electric Vehicle Charging Parking Space located
upon lands owned or leased by the Corporation unless the parked vehicle is an Electric
Vehicle andthe vehicle is attached to the electric vehicle charging equipment associated
with such Electric Vehicle Charging Parking Space and only after purchasing a quantity
of electric power from and by the associated electric vehicle charging equipment. 

5. 30 No person shall park or continue parking of an Electric Vehicle in an Electric Vehicle
Charging Parking Space beyond the time allotted for the purchase of electric power from
and by the electric vehicle charging equipment associated with the said Electric Vehicle
Charging Parking Space. 

PARKING ON MUNICIPAL PROPERTY

5. 31 Without limiting the generality of that set forth in section 4. 1( s) where authorized signage
to that effect is displayed, no person shall park any vehicle on municipal property. 

5. 32 Where one or more signs have been posted on municipal property, stating conditions by
which a vehicle may be parked or otherwise prohibiting the parking of a vehicle on the
property contrary to such conditions or prohibition, any vehicle parked upon such
municipal property shall be deemed to have been parked without municipal consent. 

PARKING ON PRIVATE PROPERTY

5. 33 No person shall park any vehicle, or any part thereof, on private property without the
written consent of the owner or occupant of that private property. 

5. 34 Where an owner or occupant of private property has posted one or more signs stating
conditions on which a vehicle may be parked or left thereon or otherwise prohibiting the
parking of a vehicle thereon, any vehicle, or any part thereof, parked upon such private
property contrary to such conditions or prohibition shall be deemed to have been park
without the consent of the owner or occupant thereof. 

5. 35 In any Residential Zone as designated pursuant to the then current Zoning By- law for the
Municipality, parking of a vehicle shall not be permitted within the front yard of any private
property unless such parked vehicle is situated upon a driveway or parking area
constructed thereon. 

PARKING DURING EMERGENCIES AND SPECIAL EVENTS

5. 36 Notwithstanding any other provisions of this By- law to the contrary, in case of fire, a
parade, an assembly of persons, a congestion of traffic, a construction project, or an
emergency, parking may be further restricted or prohibited by the Director or his or her
authorized delegate or by the local police Detachment Commander, or his or her
authorized delegate, acting through police officers, and no person shall park a vehicle in



contravention of such restrictions or prohibition. 

5. 37 For purposes of this section, ` emergency' includes a snow fall or other act of God which
hinders, restricts, or prohibits movement of vehicles or pedestrians on a roadway or
highway. 

SECTION 6 — STREET DESIGNATIONS AND TRAFFIC SIGNS

ONE-WAY STREETS

6. 1 The roadways or highways set forth in Column 1 of Schedule ' C' to this By- law, 
within the limit set out in Column 2 of the said Schedule, are hereby designated for
one-way traffic only in the direction set out in Column 3 of the said Schedule. 

EXEMPTION — MUNICIPAL VEHICLES PERFORMING WORK ON HIGHWAYS

6. 2 The prohibitions, restrictions or regulations set forth in this By- law do not apply to
vehicles: 

a. owned and/or leased by the Municipality where and when such vehicles are
actually engaged in the performance of cleaning, maintenance, duty, repair, 

construction, snow or ice removal or other work on any roadway or highway or any
vehicle under contract to the Municipality while engaged in any of the aforesaid
activities; or, 

b. engaged in work on any roadway or highway for which a permit for the work being
undertaken has been obtained from the Corporation. 

SECTION 7 — PAYMENT OF PENALTIES OUT OF COURT

PROVISIONS FOR PENALTIES

7. 1 A specified penalty payable out of court within seven days of issuance of a Parking
Infraction Notice may be imposed for the contravention of any provision of this By- law
that constitutes a parking infraction, by the inclusion in the Parking Infraction Notice the
applicable short form wording voluntary payment as set out in Schedule ' F' hereto. 

METHOD OF PAYING VOLUNTARY PENALTIES

7. 2 A voluntary payment as contemplated in section 7. 1 above and Schedule ` F' hereto
may be made on or before the date specified on the Parking Infraction Notice by
cheque or money order payable to the Corporation of the Municipality of Central Elgin, 
sent by prepaid mail to the address or post office indicated on such Notice and, upon
such payment being made, no further proceedings will be taken. 

DEFAULT IN PAYING VOLUNTARY PENALTIES

7. 3 If default is made in paying a penalty out of court in accordance with section 7. 2
above, any fine otherwise imposed pursuant to section 8 below for the contravention
thereof shall apply and be recoverable under the provision of the Provincial Offences
Act and the provisions of the said Provincial Offences Act shall apply thereto. 



SECTION 8 — ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES

GENERAL PENALTY

8. 1 Except where otherwise expressly provided by this By -Law or the Highway
Traffic Act, every person who: 
a. contravenes any provision of the By- law, or
b. is the owner of a vehicle that is parked or stopped in contravention of any

provision of this By- law, 
is guilty of an offence and on conviction is liable to a fine as provided for in the
Provincial Offences Act. 

SPECIAL PENALTY - PARKING VIOLATIONS - BEACH ZONE

8. 2 Without limiting the generality of that set forth in section 8. 1 above, any person who
is the owner of a motor vehicle that is parked or stopped in the Beach Zone as
designated in Schedule' H' to this By- law in contravention of any provision of this By- 
law is guilty of an offence and, upon conviction, is liable to a fine as provided for in
the Provincial Offences Act and, where applicable, in an increased amount as

established by Council and set forth in Schedule ' H' hereto. 

ILLEGALLY PARKED VEHICLES

8. 3 Where a vehicle has been parked, stopped or left standing in contravention
of this By- law, the owner of the vehicle, notwithstanding that he was not the
driver of the vehicle at the time of contravention of the By- law, is guilty of an
offence and is liable to the fine prescribed for the offence unless, at the time
of the offence, the vehicle was in the possession of some person other than
the owner without the owner' s consent. 

REMOVAL OF VEHICLES

8. 4 Any Officer duly appointed or otherwise holding jurisdiction for enforcement
of the provisions of this By- law and/ or the Highway Traffic Act, upon discovery
of any vehicle parked in contravention of this By- law, may cause it to be
moved, removed or taken to and stored in a suitable place and all costs and
charges for removing, care, and storage thereof, in any, are a lien upon the
vehicle and to be enforced according to law. 

AUTHORITY TO ENFORCE THIS BY- LAW

8. 5 Any By- law enforcement officer duly appointed by the Municipality and any
police officer holding jurisdiction within the territory limits of the Municipality
is authorized to enforce the provisions of this By- law. In addition, any other
officer appointed by the Municipality for purposes of enforcement of the non- 
moving violations of this By- law is authorized to enforce such non- moving
violations. For the purposes as so set forth, the said officers shall be

considered Provincial Offences Officers for the purposes of enforcement of
this By- law. 



ENFORCEMENT — PROVINCIAL OFFENCES ACT

8. 6 Subject to any provisions set forth above, enforcement herein shall be

pursuant to the provisions of the Provincial Offences Act; provided that any
conflict between the provisions of the By- law and the said Provincial Offences
Act, save and except that relating to payment of penalties out of Court, shall
be resolved in favour of the said Provincial Offences Act. 

SECTION 9 - MISCELLANEOUS

EXCESS PAYMENT AT PARKING METERS

9. 1 Where, by any method authorized by this By- law, payment or deposit is
made at a parking meter in excess of that required for the parking time
allowed by the meter, no reimbursement or other credit shall be remitted, 
made, or paid to the person making such payment or deposit and no
increase in parking entitlement shall be allowed. 

HEADINGS NOT PART OF THE BY- LAW

9. 2 The headings in the body of this By- law form no part of the By- law but are
inserted for convenience of reference only. 

DEVIATION FROM FORM

9. 3 Where a form or words or expressions are prescribed in any Schedule to this
By- law, deviations therefrom not affecting the substance or otherwise calculated
to mislead do not vitiate therefrom. 

CONFLICT WITH HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT

9. 4 In the event of conflict between the provisions of this By- law and the
Highway Traffic Act, the provisions of the Act prevail. 

SHORT TITLE

9. 5 The short title of this By- law is the ` Traffic and Parking By- law'. 

DATE EFFECTIVE — FORMER BY- LAWS REPEALED

9. 6 This by- law shall come into effect on August 1, 2022, upon which effective
date all current by- laws, including any by- laws providing amendment
thereto, as pertaining to the regulation of traffic and parking on roadways or
highways or municipally -owned parking lots in the Municipality, including but
not limited to Central Elgin By- law Nos. EG- 1, 0622, 0699, 1504, 1579, 
1601, 1608, 1644, 1731, 1747, 1862, 1868, 2145, 2184, 2456, 2457, 2538, 
2542 and 2584 as amended as may be applicable, shall be repealed. 



READ A FIRST, SECOND, AND THIRD TIME AND FINALLY PASSED THIS 14th
DAY OF AR 2022. 

zv - 
Sjlly Mart , May



Schedule ' A' - Prohibited Parking
Column 1 Column 2 Column 3

Highway Side To From

Bartholomew St. Both Lower Spring St. A point 84 m southerly

Bessie St. East Erie St. Lotus Lane

Colonel Bostwick St. West Kettle Creek A point 10 m southerly

Bridge St. Port Stanley Both
East end of King George
VI Lift Bridge

A point 30 m easterly

Carlow Rd. East Bridge St. A point 66 m souther) 

Edith Cavell Blvd. Both William St. West limit of Lot 16 RP

Edward St, North Willow St. west end

Erie St. Both Sydenham St. A point 30 m wester) 

First St. ( North/ South Part) Both Esrie St. First St. 

First St. ( East/West Part) North West end First St. 

Fourth St. Both West end Third St. 

Frances St. East
A point 48 m south of
Charlotte St. 

A point 66 m south of Charlotte St. 

Frances St. West South side of Charlotte St. A point 56 m southerly

Frances St. Both Post Office Driveway South end

Front St. South George St. West side of Lilac Lane

Front St. North George St. East side of Lot 25

Front St. North Invererie Heights Lilac Lane

George St. South
A point 27 m west of
William St. 

A point 10 m east of Sydenham St. 

George St. South
A point 10 m west of
Sydenham St. 

Front St. 



George St. North
A point 30 m West of
Webster R. O. W. 

A point opposite the centre line of Front St. 

George St. Both Carlow Rd William St. 

George St. Both West end A point 225 m easterly

Harrison Place North Bra side St. A point 98 m wester) 

Harrison Place South Centre line of Brayside St. A point 80 m westerly

Hetty St. South Colonel Bostwick St. Colborne St. 

Invererie Heights Both Tower Heights Rd. Front St. 

Jamieson St. North Main St. Orchard St. 

Joseph St. East
A point 10 m north of
Jamieson St. 

A point 30 m northerly

Lotus Lane North William St. Easterly limit of street

Lower Spring St. Both West end Valley St. 

Main St. West Bridge St. A point 257 m south of Bridge St. 

Maud St. Both Erie St. Lotus Lane

River Rd. Both South side of George St. South side of Valley St. 

Sailor' s Alley Both Colonel Bostwick St. Kettle Creek

Stanley Park Drive Outer
Western intersection with

Edith Cavell Blvd. 
Eastern intersection Edith Cavell Blvd. 

Stanley Park Drive Inner
Western intersection with

Edith Cavell Blvd. 
A point 7 m northerly

Stanley Park Drive Inner

A point 20 m from the
western intersection with

Edith Cavell Blvd. 

A point 29 m from the western intersection
with Edith Cavell Blvd. 

Stanley Park Drive Inner
Eastern intersection with

Edith Cavell Blvd. 
A point 10 m northerly

S denham St. West South side of George St. North side of Smith St. 

Third St. Both First St. south end



Tower Heights Rd. Both South limit of Lot 38 North side of Front St. 

Tower Heights Rd. North East side of River Rd. West limit of Lot 48

Upper Spring St. Both East side of Iola St. Meek St. 

Valley St. North

A point 26 m north of the
north side of Lower Spring
St. 

A point 27 m northerly

West Edith Cavell Blvd. Both Bartholomew St. West side of River Rd. 

Victoria St. South
St

Centre line Ext. of Merville
A point 80 m westerly

William St. Both North side of Smith St. South side of George St. 

William St. East South side of Lot 13 South side of Lot 17

William St. West North side of Erie St. A point 15 m northerly

William St. West
A point 97 m south of
Edith Cavell Blvd. 

South side of Turning Circle

William St. East South side of Lotus Lane South side of Turning Circle



Column 1 Column 2 Column 4 Column 5
Highway Side To From Time of Day Time Length

Main St. Both Bridge St. South Limits 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 2 Hrs

Hetty St. Both Colborne St. West Limits Friday - Monday 10:00AM - 5:00PM 2 Hrs

Colonel Bostwick St. Both Bridge St. North Limits Friday - Monday 10:00AM - 5:00PM 2 Hrs

William St. Both George St. Lotus Lane 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 2 Hrs

Schedule 'B' - Restricted Parking
Column 3



Schedule' C' - One -Way Streets

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3

Highway To From Direction

Lower Spring St. Port Stanley River Rd. Mitchell St. East to West

William St. Port Stanley North side of George St. West side of Carlow Rd. South to North

Parking Lot Between Colborne St. & 
Bostwick St. Port Stanley JIN OUT East to West



Schedule' D'- Parking Meter Rates ( Roadways / Highways) 



I Schedule' E'- Parking Meter I Zone Locations ( Roadways / Highways) 



Schedule ' F' - Short Form Wordings / Voluntary Payments / Set Fines (Parking) 
Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Item

1

Short form Wording

Park on a Highway - Display for sale

Section

3. 19

Set Fines

60. 00

Early Voluntary Payment
Within 7 Days) 

50. 00

2 IStop vehicle on sidewalk 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

3 Stop vehicle within crosswalk 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

4 Stop vehicle within crossover 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

5 Stop vehicle within railway crossing 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

6 Stop vehicle on boulevard 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

7 Park vehicle on sidewalk 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

8 Park vehicle within crosswalk 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

9 Park vehicle within crossover 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

10 1 Park vehicle within railway crossing 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

11 Park vehicle on boulevard 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

12 Permit vehicle to be stopped on sidewalk 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

13 Permit vehicle to be stopped within crosswalk 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

14 Permit vehicle to be stopped within crossover 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

15 Permit vehicle to be stopped within railway crossing 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

16 Permit vehicle to be stopped on boulevard 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

17 Permit vehicle to be parked on sidewalk 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

18 Permit vehicle to be parked within crosswalk 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

19 Permit vehicle to be parked within crossover 4. 1( a) 60. 001 50. 00

20 Permit vehicle to be parked within railway crossing 4. 1( a) 60. 001 50. 00

21 Permit vehicle to be parked on boulevard 4. 1( a) 60. 00 50. 00

22 Stop vehicle in front of lane 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

23 Stop vehicle in front of laneway 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

24 Stop vehicle in front of driveway 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

25 Stop vehicle in front of alley entrance 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

26 Park vehicle in front of lane 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

27 Park vehicle in front of laneway 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

28 Park vehicle in front of driveway 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

29 Park vehicle in front of alley entrance 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

30 Permit vehicle to be stopped in front of lane 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

31 Permit vehicle to be stopped in front of laneway 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

32 Permit vehicle to be stopped in front of driveway 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

33 Permit vehicle to be stopped in front of alley entrance 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

34 Permit vehicle to be parked in front of lane 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

35 Permit vehicle to be parked in front of laneway 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

36 Permit vehicle to be parked in front of driveway 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

37 1 Permit vehicle to be parked in front of alley entrance 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

38 IStop vehicle within 1m. of lane 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

39 IStop vehicle within 1 m. of laneway 4. 1( b) 60. 001 50. 00

40 Stop vehicle within 1m. of driveway 4. 1( b) 60. 001 50. 00

41 Stop vehicle within 1m. of alley entrance 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

42 Park vehicle within 1m. of lane 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

43 Park vehicle within 1 m. of laneway 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

44 Park vehicle within 1m. of driveway 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

45 Park vehicle within 1 m. of alley entrance 14. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

46 Permit vehicle to be stopped within 1 m. of lane 14. 1( b) 1 $ 60. 001 50. 00



47 Permit vehicle to be stopped within 1m. of laneway 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

48 Permit vehicle to be stopped within 1m. of driveway 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

49 Permit vehicle to be stopped within 1m. of alley entrance 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

50 Permit vehicle to be parked within 1m. of lane 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

51 Permit vehicle to be parked within 1m. of laneway 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

52 Permit vehicle to be parked within 1m. of driveway 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

53 Permit vehicle to be parked within 1m. of alley entrance 4. 1( b) 60. 00 50. 00

54 Stop vehicle more than 0. 15m. from curbline ( right- hand wheels) 4. 1( c) 60. 00 50. 00

55 Park vehicle more than 0. 15m. from curbline ( right- hand wheels) 4. 1( c) 60. 00 50. 00

56
Permit vehicle to be stopped more than 0. 15m. from curbline

right- hand wheels
4. 1( c) 60. 00 50. 00

57
Permit vehicle to be parked more than 0. 15m, from the curbline
right- hand vehicles

4. 1( c) 60. 00 50. 00

58 Stop in winter - Too far from curbline ( right- hand wheels) 4. 1( c) 60. 00 50. 00

59 Park in winter - Too far from curbline ( right- hand wheels) 4. 1( c) 60. 00 50. 00

60 Stop on roadway side of stopped vehicle 4. 1( d) 60. 00 50. 00

61 Park on roadway side of stopped vehicle 4. 1( d) 70. 00 60. 00

62 Istop on roadway side of parked vehicle 4. 1( d) 60. 00 50. 00

63 Park on roadway side of parked vehicle 4. 1( d) 70. 00 60. 00

64 Permit vehicle to be stopped on roadway side of stopped vehicle 4. 1( d) 60. 00 50. 00

65 Permit vehicle to be stopped on roadway side of parked vehicle 4. 1( d) 60. 00 50. 00

66 Permit vehicle to be parked on roadway side of stopped vehicle 4. 1( d) 70. 00 60. 00

67 Permit vehicle to be parked on roadway side of parked vehicle 4. 1( d) 70. 00 60. 00

68 Stop on left side of roadway where not permitted 4. 1( d) 60. 00 50. 00

69 Park on left side of roadway where not permitted 4. 1( e) 60. 00 50. 00

70
Permit vehicle to be stopped on left side of roadway where not
ermitted

4. 1( e) 60. 00 50. 00

71
Permit vehicle to be parked on left side of roadway where not
permitted

4. 1( e) 60. 00 50. 00

72 Stop vehicle - obstructing traffic 4. 1( f) 70. 00 60. 00

73 Park vehicle - obstructing traffic 4. 1( f) 70. 00 60. 00

74 Permit vehicle to be stopped - obstructing traffic 4. 1( f) 70. 00 60. 00

75 Permit vehicle to be parked - obstructing traffic 4. 1( f) 70. 00 60. 00

76 1 Stop vehicle within 8m. of Fire Hall ( same side of highway) 4. 1( g) 105. 00 95. 00

77 Park vehicle within 8m. of Fire Hall ( same side of highway) 4. 1( g) 105. 00 95. 00

78
Permit vehicle to be stopped within 8m. of Fire Hall ( same side of

highway) 
4. 1( g) 105. 00 95. 00

79
Permit vehicle to be parked within 8m. of Fire Hall ( same side of
highway) 

4. 1( g) 105. 00 95. 00

80 Stop vehicle within 30m. of Fire Hall ( opposite side of roadway) 4. 1( g) 105. 00 95. 00

81 Park vehicle within 30m. of Fire Hall ( opposite side of roadway) 4. 1( g) 105. 00 95. 00

82
Permit vehicle to be stopped within 30m. of Fire Hall ( opposite

side of roadway) 
4. 1( g) 105. 00 95. 00



83
Permit vehicle to be parked within 30m. of Fire Hall ( opposite
side of roadway) 

4. 1( g) 105. 00 95. 00

84 IStop vehicle within 9m. of intersection 4. 1( h) 60. 00 50. 00

85 Park vehicle within 9m. of intersection 4. 1( h) 60. 00 50. 00

86 Permit vehicle to be stopped within 9m. of intersection 4. 1( h) 60. 00 50. 00

87 Permit vehicle to be parked within 9m. of intersection 4. 1( h) 60. 00 50. 00

88 Stop vehicle on bridge 4. 1( i) 105. 00 95. 00

89 Park vehicle on bridge 4. 1( i) 105. 00 95. 00

90 Stop vehicle in subway 4. 1( i) 105. 00 95. 00

91 Park vehicle in subway 4. 1( i) 105. 00 95. 00

92 Stop vehicle on approach to bridge 4. 1( i) 70. 00 60. 00

93 Park vehicle on approach to bridge 4. 1( i) 70. 00 60. 00

94 Stop vehicle on approach to subway 4. 1( i) 70. 00 60. 00

95 Park vehicle on approach to subway 4. 1( i) 70. 00 60. 00

96 Permit vehicle to be stopped on bridge 4. 1( i) 105. 00 95. 00

97 Permit vehicle to be parked on bridge 4. 1( i) 105. 00 95. 00

98 Permit vehicle to be stopped in subway 4. 1( i) 105. 00 95. 00

99 Permit vehicle to be parked in subway 4. 1( i) 105. 00 95. 00

100 Permit vehicle to be stopped on approach to bridge 4. 1( i) 70. 00 60. 00

101 Permit vehicle to be parked on approach to bridge 4. 1( i) 70. 00 60. 00

102 Permit vehicle to be stopped on approach to subway 4. 1( i) 70. 00 60. 00

103 Permit vehicle to be parked on approach to subway 4. 1( i) 70. 00 60. 00

104 Stop vehicle within 3m. of fire hydrant 4. 10) 80. 00 70. 00

105 Park vehicle within 3m. of fire hydrant 4. 10) 80. 00 70. 00

106 Permit vehicle to be stopped within 3m. of fire hydrant 4. 10) 80. 00 70. 00

107 Permit vehicle to be parked within 3m. of fire hydrant 4. 10) 80. 00 70. 00

108 Stop vehicle - entrance to church 4. 1( k) 60. 00 50. 00

109 Park vehicle - entrance to church 4. 1( k) 60. 00 50. 00

110 Permit vehicle to be stopped - entrance to church 4. 1( k) 60. 00 50. 00

111 I Permit vehicle to be parked - entrance to church 4. 1( k) 60. 00 50. 00

112 Stop vehicle - entrance to hospital 4. 1( k) 70. 00 60. 00

113 Park vehicle - entrance to hospital 4. 1( k) 70. 00 60. 00

114 Permit vehicle to be stopped - entrance to hospital 4. 1( k) 70. 00 60. 00

115 Permit vehicle to be parked - entrance to hospital 4. 1( k) 70. 00 60. 00

116 Stop vehicle - entrance to hotel 4. 1( k) 60. 00 50. 00

117 Park vehicle - entrance to hotel 4. 1( k) 60. 00 50. 00

118 Permit vehicle to be stopped - entrance to hotel 4. 1( k) 60. 00 50. 00

119 1 Permit vehicle to be parked - entrance to hotel 4. 1( k) 60. 00 50. 00

120 Stop vehicle - entrance to hall 4. 1( k) 60. 00 50. 00

121 Park vehicle - entrance to hall 4. 1( k) 60.001 50. 00

122 Permit vehicle to be stopped - entrance to hall 4. 1( k) 60. 001 50. 00

123 Permit vehicle to be parked - entrance to hall 4. 1( k) 60. 00 50. 00

124 Stop vehicle - entrance to other public building 4. 1( k) 70. 00 60. 00

125 Park vehicle - entrance to other public building 4. 1( k) 70. 00 60. 00

126 Permit vehicle to be stopped - entrance to other public building 4. 1( k) 70. 00 60. 00

127 Permit vehicle to be parked - entrance to other public building 4. 1( k) 70. 00 60. 00

128
Park vehicle within 15m. of intersection controlled by traffic
signals

4. 1( 1) 70. 00 60. 00



129
Stop vehicle within 15m. of intersection controlled by traffic
si nals

4. 1( I) 70. 00 60. 00

130
Permit vehicle to be parked within 15m. of intersection controlled
by traffic signals

4. 1( I) 70. 00 60. 00

131
Permit vehicle to be stopped within 15m. of intersection

controlled by traffic signals
4. 1( I) 70. 00 60. 00

132 Stop vehicle within 15m. of railway crossing 4. 1( I) 70. 00 60. 00

133 Park vehicle within 15m. of railway crossing 4. 1( I) 70. 00 60. 00

134 Permit vehicle to be stopped within 15m. of railway crossing 4. 1( I) 70. 00 60. 00

135 Permit vehicle to be parked within 15m. of railway crossing 4. 1( I) 70. 00 60. 00

136 Stop vehicle - prevent removal of parked vehicle 4. 1( I) 70. 00 60. 00

137 Park vehicle - prevent removal of parked vehicle 4. 1( I) 70. 00 60. 00

138 Permit vehicle to be stopped - prevent removal of parked vehicle 4. 1( n) 70. 00 60. 00

139 Permit vehicle to be parked - prevent removal of parked vehicle 4. 1( n) 70. 00 60. 00

140 IStop vehicle on roadway - less than 6m. wide 4. 1( o) 60. 00 50. 00

141 1 Park vehicle on roadway - less than 6m. wide 4. 1( o) 60. 00 50. 00

142 Permit vehicle to be stopped on roadway - less than 6m. wide 4. 1( o) 60. 00 50. 00

143 Permit vehicle to be parked on roadway - less than 6m. wide 4. 1( o) 60. 00 50. 00

144 Stop vehicle within 15m. of pedestrian crossover 4. 1() 60. 00 50. 00

145 Park vehicle within 15m. of pedestrian crossover 4. 1( p) 60. 00 50. 00

146 Permit vehicle to be stopped within 15m. of pedestrian crossover 4. 1( p) 60. 00 50. 00

147 Permit vehicle to be parked within 15m. of pedestrian crossover 4. 1( p) 60. 00 50. 00

148 Stop vehicle alongside or adjacent to railway tracks 4. 1( p) 60. 00 50. 00

149 Park vehicle alongside or adjacent to railway tracks 4. 1( p) 60. 00 50. 00

150
Permit vehicle to be stopped alongside or adjacent to railway
tracks

4. 1( q) 60. 00 50. 00

151
Permit vehicle to be parked alongside or adjacent to railway
tracks

4. 1( q) 60. 00 50. 00

152 IStop vehicle within loading zone 4. 1( r) 60. 00 50. 00

153 Park vehicle within loading zone 4. 1( r) 60. 00 50. 00

154 Permit vehicle to be stopped within loading zone 4. 1( r) 60. 00 50. 00

155 Permit vehicle to be parked within loading zone 4. 1( r) 60. 00 50. 00

156 Stop vehicle upon Municipal Property 4. 1( s) 125. 00 115. 00

157 Park vehicle upon Municipal Property 4. 1( s) 125. 00 115. 00

158 Permit vehicle to be stopped upon Municipal Property 4. 1( s) 125. 00 115. 00

159 Permit vehicle to be parked upon Municipal Property 4. 1( s) 125. 00 115. 00

160
Stop vehicle in signed place or location - emergency vehicles

only
4. 1( t) 105. 00 95. 00

161
Park vehicle in signed place or location - emergency vehicles

only
4. 1( t) 105. 00 95. 00

162
Permit vehicle to be stopped in signed place or location - 
emergency vehicles only

4. 1( t) 105. 00 95. 00

163
Permit vehicle to be parked in signed place or location - 
emergency vehicles only

4. 1( t) 105. 00 95. 00

164 Stop vehicle - prohibited parking 4. 1( u) 1 $ 60, 001 50. 00

165 Park vehicle - prohibited parking 4. 1( u) 60. 001 50. 00



166 Permit vehicle to be stopped - prohibited parking 4. 1( u) 60. 00 50. 00

167 Permit vehicle to be parked - prohibited parking 4. 1( u) 60. 00 50. 00

168 Park vehicle contrary to restrictions 5. 2 70. 00 60. 00

169 Park vehicle in excess of 5 hours - roadway 5. 3 70. 00 60. 00

170 Park vehicle in excess of 5 hours - highway 5. 3 70. 00 60. 00

171 lVehicle standing in excess of 5 hours - roadway 5. 3 70. 00 60. 00

172 Vehicle standing in excess of 5 hours - highway 5. 3 70. 00 60. 00

173 Park vehicle on highway between 3: 00am and 5: 00am 5. 4 105. 00 95. 00

174 Vehicle standing on highway between 3: 00am and 5: 00am 5. 4 105. 00 95. 00

175 Park vehicle on roadway between 3: 00am and 5: 00am 5. 4 105. 00 95. 00

176 lVehicle standing on roadway between 3: 00am and 5: 00am 5. 4 105. 00 95. 00

177
Park vehicle on one- way street - left side wheels more than

5. 5 60. 00 50. 00
0. 3m. from curbline

178
Park vehicle on one- way street in winter - left side wheels too far

5. 5 60. 00 50. 00
from curbline

179
Park vehicle in metered parking space on roadway - fail to pay 5. 6 50. 00 40. 00
deposit

180
Park vehicle in metered parking space on highway - fail to pay

5. 6 50. 00 40. 00
deposit

181
Park vehicle in metered parking space on roadway - longer

5. 7 50. 00 40. 00

period than deposit paid

182
Park vehicle in metered parking space on highway - longer

5. 7 50. 00 40. 00

period than de osit paid

183
Park vehicle in metered parking zone on roadway - fail to pay

Ideposit 5. 7 50. 00 40. 00

184
Park vehicle in metered parking zone on roadway - longer periodIthan_deposit

5. 7 50. 00 40. 00

paid

185
Park vehicle in metered parking zone on highway - fail to payIdeposit 5. 7 50. 00 40. 00

186
Park vehicle in metered parking zone on highway - longer period

5. 7 50. 00 40. 00

than deposit paid

187
Park vehicle in metered parking space on roadway - beyond

5. 8 50. 00 40.00
maximum time

188
Park vehicle in metered parking space on highway - beyond

5. 8 50. 00 40. 00
maximum time

189
Park vehicle in metered parking zone on roadway - beyond

5. 8 50. 00 40. 00
maximum time

190
Park vehicle in metered parking zone on highway - beyond

5. 8 50. 00 40. 00
maximum time

191
Park vehicle in parking space - designated parking lot - beyond

5. 8 65. 00 55. 00
maximum time

192
Park vehicle in parking zone - designated parking lot - beyond

5. 9 65. 00 55. 00
maximum time

193
Park vehicle in more than one ( 1) parking space on roadway - 5. 9 50. 00 40. 00
fail to pay deposit for additional parking space

194
Park vehicle in more than one ( 1) parking space on highway - fail

5. 9 50. 00 40. 00

to pay de osit for additional parking space

195
Park vehicle occupying excessive area in parking zone on 5. 9 50. 00 40. 00

roadway - fail to pay deposit for additional area

196
Park vehicle occupying excessive area in parking zone on 5. 9 50. 00 40. 00
highway - fail to pay deposit for additional area



197
Park vehicle in more than one ( 1) parking space in designated 5. 9 65. 00 55. 00

parking lot - fail to pay deposit for additional parking space

198
Park vehicle occupying excessive area in designated parking lot 5. 9 65. 00 55. 00

fail to pay deposit for additional area

199 Park vehicle in parking space on roadway - outside meter zone 5. 9 50. 00 40. 00

200 Park vehicle in parking space on highway - outside meter zone 5. 9 50. 00 40. 00

201 Park vehicle in parking space on roadway - too far from meter 5. 9 50. 00 40. 00

202 Park vehicle in parking space on highway - too far from meter 5. 9 50. 00 40. 00

203 Park heavy truck in residential zone 5. 13 60. 00 50. 00

204 Park bus in residential zone 5. 13 60. 00 50. 00

205 Park school bus in residential zone 5. 13 60. 00 50. 00

206 Allow heavy truck to stand in residential zone 5. 13 60. 00 50. 00

207 Allow bus to stand in residential zone 5. 13 60. 00 50. 00

208 Allow school bus to stand in residential zone 5. 13 60. 00 50. 00

209 Improper parking of motorcycle 5. 15 50. 00 40. 00

210 Park more than three ( 3) motorcycles in one ( 1) parking space 5. 16 50. 00 40. 00

211
Park vehicle in designated accessible parking space - no valid

5. 17 400. 00 375, 00

accessible parking permit displayed

212
Allow vehicle to stand in designated accessible parking space - 5. 17 400. 00 Not applicable
no valid accessible parking permit displayed

213
Stop vehicle in designated accessible parking space - no valid

5. 17 400. 00 Not applicable

accessible parking permit displayed

214
Leave vehicle in designated accessible parking space - no valid

5. 17 400. 00 Not applicable

accessible parking permit displayed

215
Park vehicle in access aisle associated with designated

5. 18 400. 00 Not applicable
accessible parking space

216
Allow vehicle to stand in access aisle associated with designated

5. 18 400. 00 Not applicable

accessible parking space

217
Leave vehicle in access aisle associated with designated

5. 18 400.00 Not applicable

accessible parking space

218
Stop vehicle in access aisle associated with designated 5. 18 400. 00 Not applicable
accessible parking space

219
Park vehicle in designated accessible parking space - more than 5. 18 400. 00 Not applicable
one 1 vehicle

220
Allow vehicle to stand in designated accessible parking space - 5. 18 400. 00 Not applicable
more than one 1 vehicle

221
Stop vehicle in designated accessible parking space - more thanlone 5. 18 400. 00 Not applicable

1 vehicle

222
Leave vehicle in designated accessible parking space - more 5. 18 400. 00 Not applicable
than one 1 vehicle

223 Park vehicle in occupied designated accessible parking space 5. 19 400. 00 Not applicable

224 Fail to park vehicle in parking space - designated parking lot 5. 24 70. 00 60. 00

225 Park vehicle - fail to pay fee - designated parking lot 5. 24 70. 00 60. 00

226
Park vehicle other than motor vehicle - parking space - 

5. 26( a) 70. 00 60. 00

designated parking lot



227
Park more than one ( 1) vehicle in parking space - designated

5. 26( b) 70. 00 60. 00

parking lot

228
Park motor vehicle in occupied parking space - designated

5. 26( c) 70. 00 60. 00

parking lot

229
Park motor vehicle in more than one ( 1) parking space - fail to

5. 26( d) 70. 00 60. 00

pay multiple parking fees - designated parking lot

230
Park motor vehicle in excess of authorized time - designated

5. 26( g) 70. 00 60. 00

parking lot

231
Park vehicle in Electric Vehicle Charging Parking Space - not

5. 29 125. 00 115. 00
electric vehicle

232
Park vehicle in Electric Vehicle Charging Parking Space - not

5. 29 125. 00 115. 00
connected to charging equipment

233
Park vehicle in Electric Vehicle Charging Parking Space - fail to

5. 29 125. 00 115. 00
purchase electric power from associated charging equipment

234
Park electric vehicle in electric vehicle charging parking space - 5. 3 125. 00 115. 00
expired time

235 Park vehicle on municipal property - no municipal consent 5. 31 125. 00 115. 00

236 Park vehicle on private property - no owner consent 5. 33 125. 00 115. 00

237 Park vehicle in front yard - residential zone 5. 35 70. 00 60. 00

238 Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or prohibition - fire 5. 36 125. 00 115. 00

239
Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or prohibition - 5. 36 125. 00 115. 00

arade

240
Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or prohibitions - 5. 36 125. 00 115. 00
assembly of persons

241
Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or prohibition - 5. 36 125. 00 115. 00
con estion of traffic

242
Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or prohibition - 5. 36 125. 00 115. 00
construction project

243
Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or prohibition - 5. 36 125. 00 115. 00
emergency

244 Park on highway - Display for sale - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

245 1 Stop vehicle on sidewalk - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

246 Stop vehicle on crosswalk - Beach Zone 5. 28 90.00 80. 00

247 Stop vehicle within crossover- Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

248 Stop vehicle on boulevard - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

249 Park vehicle on sidewalk 0 Beach Zone 5. 28 90.00 80. 00

250 Park vehicle within crosswalk - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

251 Park Vehicle within crossover- Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

252 Park vehicle on boulevard - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

253 Stop vehicle in front of lane - Beach Zone 5.28 90. 00 80. 00

254 Stop vehicle in front of laneway - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

255 Stop vehicle in front of driveway - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

256 Stop vehicle in front of alley entrance - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

257 Park vehicle in front off alley entrance - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

258 Park vehicle in front of laneway - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

259 Park vehicle in front of driveway - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

260 Park vehicle in front of alley entrance - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

261 Stop vehicle within 1m. of lane- Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

262 Stop vehicle within 1 m. of laneway - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

263 Stop vehicle within 1 m. of driveway - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00



264 Stop vehicle within 1 m. of alley entrance - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

265 Park vehicle within 1 m. of lane - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

266 Park vehicle within 1 m. of laneway - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

267 Park vehicle within 1 m. of driveway - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

268 Park vehicle within 1 m. of alley entrance - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

269
Stop vehicle more than 0. 15m. from curb lane ( right- hand
wheels) - beach Zone

5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

270
Park vehicle more than 0. 15m. from curb lane ( right- hand

wheels) - beach Zone
5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

271 Stop on roadway side of stopped vehicle - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

272 Park on roadway side of stopped vehicle - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

273 Stop on roadway side of parked vehicle - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

274 Park on roadway side of parked vehicle - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

275 Stop on left side of roadway where not permitted - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

276 Park on left side of roadway where not permitted - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

277 Stop vehicle obstructing traffic - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

278 Park vehicle obstructing traffic - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

279 Stop vehicle within 9m. of intersection - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

280 Park vehicle within 9m. of intersection - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

281 Stop vehicle on bridge - Beach Zone 5. 28 135. 00 125. 00

282 Park vehicle on bridge - Beach Zone 5. 28 135. 00 125. 00

283 Stop vehicle on approach to bridge - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

284 Park vehicle on approach to bridge - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

285 Stop vehicle within 3m. of fire hydrant - Beach Zone 5. 28 125. 00 115. 00

286 Park vehicle within 3m. of fire hydrant - Beach Zone 5. 28 125. 00 115. 00

287
Stop vehicle - alongside or adjacent to railway tracks - Beach

Zone
5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

288
Park vehicle - alongside or adjacent to railway tracks - Beach

Zone
5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

289 Stop vehicle entrance to church - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

290 Park vehicle entrance to church - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

291 Stop vehicle - entrance to hotel - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

292 Park vehicle - entrance to hotel - Beach Zone 5.28 90. 00 80. 00

293 jStop vehicle - entrance to hall - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

294 Park vehicle - entrance to hall - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

295 Stop vehicle - entrance to public building - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

296 Park vehicle - entrance to public building - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

297
Park vehicle within 15m. of intersection controlled by traffic
si nals - Beach Zone

5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

298
Stop vehicle within 15m. of intersection controlled by traffic
si nals - Beach Zone

5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

299 Stop vehicle within 15m. of railway crossing - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

300 Park vehicle within 15m. of railway crossing - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

301 Stop vehicle - prevent removal of parked vehicle - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

302 Park vehicle - prevent removal of parked vehicle - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

303 Stop vehicle on roadway - less than 6m. wide - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00



304 Park vehicle on roadway - less than 6m. wide - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

305 Stop vehicle within 15m. of pedestrian crossover - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

306 Park vehicle within 15m. of pedestrian crossover - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

307 1 Stop vehicle in loading zone - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

308 1 Park vehicle in loading zone - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

309 Stop vehicle on municipal property - Beach Zone 5. 28 175. 00 160. 00

310 Park vehicle on municipal property - Beach Zone 5. 28 175. 00 160. 00

311
Stop vehicle in signed place or location- emergency vehicle only 5. 28 175. 00 160. 00

Beach Zone

312
Park vehicle in signed place or location- emergency vehicle only 5. 28 175. 00 160. 00

Beach Zone

313 Stop vehicle - prohibited parking - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

314 Park vehicle - prohibited parking - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

315 Park vehicle contrary to restrictions - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

316 Park vehicle in excess of 5 hours - roadway - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

317 Park vehicle in excess of 5 hours - highway - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

318 Vehicle standing in excess of 5 hours - roadway - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

319 Vehicle standing in excess of 5 hours - highway - Beach Zone 5. 28 105, 00 95. 00

320
Park vehicle on highway between 3: 00am and 5: 00am - Beach

5. 28 125. 00 115. 00
Zone

321
Park vehicle on roadway between 3: 00am and 5: 00am - Beach

5. 28 125. 00 115. 00
Zone

322
Vehicle standing on highway between 3: 00am and 5: 00am - 5. 28 125. 00 115. 00
Beach Zone

323
Vehicle standing on roadway between 3: 00am and 5: 00am - 5. 28 125. 00 115. 00
Beach Zone

324
Park on one-way street - left side wheels more than 0. 3m. from

5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

curbline - Beach Zone

325
Park vehicle in metered parking space on roadway - fail to pay

5. 28 75. 00 65. 00

deposit - Beach Zone

326
Park vehicle in metered parking space on highway - fail to pay

5. 28 75. 00 65. 00
deposit - Beach Zone

327
Park vehicle in metered parking space on roadway - longer

5. 28 75. 00 65. 00

parked than deposit paid - Beach Zone

328
Park vehicle in metered parking space on highway - longer

5. 28 75. 00 65. 00

arked than deposit paid - Beach Zone

329
Park vehicle in metered parking zone on roadway - fail to pay - 

5. 28 75. 00 65. 00
Beach Zone

330
Park vehicle in metered parking zone on highway - fail to pay - 

5. 28 75. 00 65. 00

Beach Zone

331
Park vehicle in metered parking zone on roadway - longer

5. 28 75. 00 65. 00

parked than deposit paid - Beach Zone

332
Park vehicle in metered parking zone on highway - longer parked 5. 28 75. 00 65. 00
than deposit paid - Beach Zone

333
Park vehicle in metered parking space on roadway - beyond

5. 28 75. 00 65. 00
maximum time - Beach Zone

334
Park vehicle in metered parking space on highway - beyond

5. 28 75. 00 65. 00
maximum time - Beach Zone



335
Park vehicle in metered parking zone on roadway - beyond

5. 28 75. 00 65. 00
maximum time - Beach Zone

336
Park vehicle in metered parking zone on highway - beyond

5. 28 75. 00 65. 00
maximum time - Beach Zone

337
Park vehicle in parking space in designated parking lot - beyond

5. 28 90. 00 80. 00
maximum permitted time - Beach Zone

338
Park vehicle in parking zone in designated parking lot - beyond

5. 28 90. 00 80. 00
maximum permitted time - Beach Zone

339
Park vehicle in more than one ( 1) parking space on roadway - 5. 28 100. 00 90. 00
fail to pay deposit for additional parking space - Beach Zone

340
Park vehicle in more than one ( 1) parking space on highway - fail

5. 28 100. 00 90. 00
to pay deposit for additional parking space - Beach Zone

341
Park vehicle in excessive area in parking zone in roadway - fail

5. 28 100. 00 90. 00

to pay deposit for additional area

342
Park vehicle in excessive area in parking zone in highway - fail to

5. 28 100. 00 90. 00

pay deposit for additional area

343
Park vehicle in more than one ( 1) parking space in designated 5. 28 100. 00 90. 00

parking lot - fail to pay deposit for additional area

344
Park vehicle occupy excessive area in designated parking lot - 5. 28 100. 00 90. 00
fail to pay deposit for additional area - Beach Zone

345
Park vehicle in parking space on roadway - outside meter zone - 

5. 28 75. 00 65. 00
Beach Zone

346
Park vehicle in parking space on highway - outside meter zone - 

5. 28 75. 00 65. 00
Beach Zone

347
Park vehicle in parking space on roadway - too far from meter - 

5. 28 75. 00 65. 00
Beach Zone

348
Park vehicle in parking space on highway - too far from meter - 

5. 28 75. 00 65. 00
Beach Zone

349 Park heavy truck in residential zone - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

350 Park bus in residential zone - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

351 Park school bus in residential zone - Beach Zone 5. 28 90. 00 80. 00

352 Improper parking of motorcycle - Beach Zone 5. 28 75. 00 65. 00

353
Park more than three ( 3) motorcycles in one ( 1) parking space - 5. 28 75. 00 65. 00
Beach Zone

354
Park vehicle in Designated Accessible Parking Space - no valid

5. 28 475. 00 Not applicable
accessible parking permit displayed - Beach Zone

355
Allow vehicle to stand in Designated Accessible Parking Space - 

5. 28 475. 00 Not applicable
no valid accessible parking permit displayed - Beach Zone

356
Stop vehicle in Designated Accessible Parking Space - no valid

5. 28 475. 00 Not applicable
accessible parking permit displayed - Beach Zone

357
Leave vehicle in designated Accessible Parking Space - no valid

5. 28 475. 00 Not applicable
accessible parking permit displayed - Beach Zone

358
Park vehicle in access aisle associated with Designated

5. 28 475. 00 Not applicable
Accessible Parking Space - Beach Zone

359
Allow vehicle to stand in access aisle associated with Designated

5. 28 475. 00 Not applicable
Accessible Parking Space - Beach Zone

360
Leave vehicle in access aisle associated with Designated

5. 28 475. 00 Not applicable
Accessible Parking Space - Beach Zone

361
Stop vehicle in access aisle associated with Designated 5. 28 475. 00 Not applicable
Accessible Parking Space - Beach Zone



362
Park vehicle in designated accessible parking space - more

5. 28 475. 00 Not applicable
than one 1 vehicle - Beach Zone

363
Allow vehicle to stand in Designated Accessible Parking Space - 

5. 28 475. 00 Not applicable
more than one 1 vehicle - Beach Zone

364
Leave vehicle in Designated Accessible Parking Space - more

5. 28 475. 00 Not applicable
than one 1 vehicle - Beach Zone

365
Stop Vehicle in Designated Accessible Parking Space - more

5. 28 475. 00 Not applicable
than one 1 vehicle - Beach Zone

366
Park vehicle in occupied Designated Accessible Parking Space - 

5. 28 475. 00 Not applicable
Beach Zone

367
Fail to park vehicle in parking space - Designated Parking Lot - 

5. 28 105. 00 95. 00
Beach Zone

368
Park vehicle - fail to pay fee - Designated Parking Lot - Beach

5. 28 105. 00 95. 00
Zone

369
Park vehicle other than motor vehicle - parking space - 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00
Desi mated Parkin Lot - Beach Zone

370
Park more than one ( 1) motor vehicle in parking space - 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00
Designated Parkin Lot - Beach Zone

371
Park motor vehicle in occupied parking space - Designated

5. 28 105. 00 95. 00
Parkin Lot - Beach Zone

372
Park motor vehicle in more than one ( 1) parking space - fail to

5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

pay multiple fees - Designated Parkin Lot - Beach Zone

373
Park motor vehicle in excess of authorized time - Designated

5. 28 105. 00 95. 00
Parkin Lot - Beach Zone

374
Park vehicle in Electric Vehicle Charging Parking Space - not an

5. 28 200. 00 190. 00
electric vehicle - Beach Zone

375
Park vehicle in Electric Vehicle Charging Parking Space - not

5. 28 200. 00 190. 00
connected to charging equipment - Beach Zone

Park vehicle in Electric Vehicle Charging Parking Space - fail to
376 purchase electric power from associated charging equipment- 5. 28 200. 00 190. 00

Beach Zone

377
Park vehicle in Electric Vehicle Charging Parking Space - 5. 28 200. 00 190. 00
expired time - Beach Zone

378
Park vehicle on municipal property - no municipal consent - 

5. 28 200. 00 190. 00
Beach Zone

379
Park vehicle on private property - no owner consent - Beach

5. 28 200. 00 190. 00
Zone

380 Park vehicle in front yard - residential zone - Beach Zone 5. 28 105. 00 95. 00

381
Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or prohibition - fire

5. 28 200, 00 190. 00
Beach Zone

382
Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or prohibition - 5. 28 200. 00 190. 00
grade - Beach Zone

383
Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or prohibition - 5. 28 200. 00 190, 00

1 assembly of persons - Beach Zone

384 IcongestionPark vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or prohibition - 5. 28 200. 00 190. 00
of traffic- Beach Zone

385
Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or prohibition - 5. 28 200. 00 190. 00
construction project - Beach Zone

386
Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or prohibition - 5. 28 200. 00 190. 00

emergency - Beach Zone



Column 1 Column 4

Parking Lot From To Rates

Main Beach, 350 Edith Cavell Blvd 10:00AM 5:00PM May-01 Sep-30

3.53+HST/hour, 
17.70+HST/ day, 

100.00+HST/season

Little Beach, legally described as

YARMOUTH CON 1 PT LOT 1 PLAN 49
LOTS 1 TO 5 LOT A PT LOT 6 E MAIN

ST LOTS 18 TO 20 W MAIN ST PT
LOT Y PT WATER ST PART BED

KETTLE CREEK PART BED LAKE
ERIE RP 11R8076 PARTS 5 AND 6 RP

11R8330 PART 10 PT PART 1 RP
11R7413 PART 2 10:00AM 5:00PM May- 01 Sep- 30

3.53+HST/ hour, 

17.70+HST/day, 
100. 00+HST/ season

East Headlands, 171 Main St. 10:00AM 5:00PM May- 01 Sep- 30

3.53+HST/ hour, 

17.70+HST/day, 
100. 00+HST/ season

Visitors Centre, 199 Carlow Rd. 10:00AM 5:00PM May- 01 Sep- 30

3.53+HST/ hour, 

17.70+HST/day, 
100. 00+HST/ season

219 Colonel Bostwick 10:00AM 5:00PM May- 01 Sep- 30

3.53+HST/ hour, 

17.70+HST/day, 
100. 00+HST/ season

285 Bridge St. May- 01 Sep- 30

3.53+HST/ hour, 

17.70+HST/day, 
100. 00+HST/ season

Old Ball Park, legally described as Part

Lots 4 and 5, South of Smith Street, 
Plan 117, more particularly described as

Part 1, RP 11R6926, Former Village of
Port Stanley 10:00AM 5:00PM May- 01 Sep- 30

3.53+HST/ hour, 

17.70+HST/day, 
100. 00+HST/ season

Pierside Beach, 115 William St. 10:00AM 5:00PM May- 01 Sep- 30

3.53+HST/ hour, 

17.70+HST/day, 
100. 00+HST/ season

Erie Rest Beach, PLAN 160 PT LAKE
BEACH RP, 11R7679 PART 1 10:00AM 5:00PM May- 01 Sep- 30

3.53+HST/ hour, 

17.70+HST/day, 
100. 00+HST/ season

Schedule ' G' - Parking Lots / Parking Lot Rates

Column 2 Column 3
Dates

Friday - Monday 10:00AM -
5:00PM



Easterly Part of Former Lakes

Terminals Property, Lots 9 to 17, West
of Beach St. Lots 18 and 26, East of

Beach St., Part of Beach St, more
particularly described as Part 4, RP

11R4522, Former Village of Port Stanley 10:00AM 5:00PM May-01 Sep-30

3.53+HST/hour, 
17.70+HST/ day, 

100.00+HST/season

Boat Launch Parking Lot for Vehicles
with Trailers, Westerly Part of Former

Lakes Terminals Property, Lots 9 to 17, 
West of Beach St. Lots 18 and 26, East

of Beach St., Part of Beach St, more
particularly described as Part 4, RP

11R4522, Former Village of Port Stanley 12:01AM 12:00 Midnight May-01 Sep-30

26.55+HST/ day, 

120.00+HST/season



Schedule' H' - Beach Zone

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3

Highway Side To From

Bessie St. Both Erie St. Lotus Lane

Carlow Rd. East

A point
opposite the

centreline of

Erie St. south end

Carlow Rd. West

South side

of Erie St. south end

Edith Cavell

Blvd. Both William St. west end

Erie St. Both Carlow Rd. west end

First St. Both Erie St. west end

Fourth St. Both Third St. west end

Lotus Lane North William St. Maud St. 

Lotus Lane South William St. 

east side of

Maud St. 

Maud St. Both Erie St. Lotus Lane

Second St. East First St. south end

Stanley Park Dr. Both

Westerly
intersection

with Edith

Cavell Blvd. 

Easterly
intersection with

Edith Cavell

Blvd. 

Third St. West First St. Fourth St. 

Third St. East First St. 

South side of

Fourth St. 

William St. Both Erie St. Isouth end



ONTARIO COURT OF JUSTICE

PROVINCIAL OFFENCES ACT

PART II

IT IS ORDERED pursuant to the provisions of the Provincial Offences Act

and the rules for the Ontario Court of Justice that the amount set opposite

each of the offences in the schedule of offences under the Provincial

Statutes and Regulations thereunder and Municipal By-law No. 2697, of

the Municipality of Central Elgin, attached hereto are the set fines for

those offences. This Order is to take effect August 1, 2022. 

Dated at London this 1st day of August 2022. 

Jeanine E. LeRoy

Regional Senior Justice

West Region



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part I Provincial Offences Act

BY-LAW NO., 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY-LAW

ITEM COLUMN 1

Short Form Wording

1. Alter, deface, remove or destroy sign

2. Alter, deface, remove or destroy pavement lines

3. Alter, deface, remove or destroy pavement marks

4. Deface, injure, tamper with, open, destroy or impair the

usefulness of any parking meter

5. Willfully break any parking meter

6. Alter, interfere with, or change position of sign

7. Alter, interfere with, or change position of line

8. Alter, interfere with, or change position of mark

9. Alter, interfere with, or change position of parking meter

10. Place, maintain or display unauthorized device parking

11. Place, maintain or display unauthorized device traffic

12. Fail to observe sign

COLUMN 2

Provision Creating or Defining

Offence

3.5(a) 

3.5(a) 

3.5(a) 

3.5(b) 

3.5(b) 

3.5(c) 

3.5(c) 

3.5(c) 

3.5(c) 

3.6

3.6

3.7

COLUMN 3

Set Fine

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

ITEM COLUMN 1

Part I Provincial Offences Act

BY-LAW NO., 2697

COLUMN 2

TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY-LAW

COLUMN 3

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or Defining Set Fine

Offence

13. Fail to comply with sign 3.7 $
100.00

14. Fail to observe signal 3.7 $
100.00

15. Fail to comply with signal 3.7 $
100.00

16. Drive vehicle within 150m of building on fire 3.8(a) $ 150.00

17. Drive vehicle over a fire line or hose 3.8(b) $ 150.00

18. Drive vehicle across a fire line or hose 3.8(b) $ 150.00

19. Drive vehicle closed by police authority 3.8(c) $ 150.00

20. Drive vehicle beyond temporary sign 3.8(d) $ 150.00

21. Drive vehicle in contravention of temporary sign 3.8(d) $ 150.00

22. Non-participant drive vehicle in authorized parade 3.9 $ 100.00

23. Non-participant drive vehicle in authorized funeral procession 3.9 $ 100.00

24. Drive motor vehicle within, upon, across, or along sidewalk. 3.10 $ 150.00

25. Drive motor vehicle within, upon, across, or along path 3.10 $ 150.00

NOTE: The penalty provision(s) for the offence(s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

ITEM COLUMN 1

Part I Provincial Offences Act

BY- LAW NO., 2697

COLUMN 2

TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY- LAW

COLUMN 3

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or Defining Set Fine

Offence

26. Drive motor vehicle within, upon, across, or along boulevard 3.10 $ 150.00

27. Ride or operate bicycle within, upon, across, or along sidewalk 3.11 $ 50.00

28. Ride or operate bicycle within, upon, across, or along path 3.11 $ 50.00

29. Ride or operate bicycle within, upon, across, or along boulevard 3.11 $ 50.00

30. Drive vehicle over raised curb 3.12 $ 50.00

31. Drive vehicle on public beach 3.12 $ 150.00

32. Abandon vehicle on highway or roadway 3.14 $ 100.00

33. Abandon vehicle near highway or roadway 3.14 $ 100.00

34. Bus operator - stop bus obstructing traffic 3.15 $ 50.00

35. Engage in game upon a roadway 3.17(a) $ 50.00

36. Engage in sports activity on roadway 3.17(a) $ 50.00

37. Use or travel upon roadway - roller skates 3.17(b) $ 50.00

38. Use or travel upon sidewalk - roller skates 3.17(b) $ 50.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

ITEM COLUMN 1

Part I Provincial Offences Act

BY-LAW NO., 2697

COLUMN 2

TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY-LAW

COLUMN 3

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or Defining Set Fine

Offence

39. Use or travel upon roadway - skateboard 3.17(b) $ 50.00

40. Use or travel upon sidewalk - skateboard 3.17(b) $ 50.00

41. Use or travel upon roadway - sleigh 3.17(b) $ 50.00

42. Use or travel upon sidewalk - sleigh 3.17(b) $ 50.00

43. Use or travel upon roadway - toy vehicle 3.17(b) $ 50.00

44. Use or travel upon sidewalk - toy vehicle 3.17(b) $ 50.00

45. Use or travel upon roadway - unauthorized equipment or device 3.17(b) $ 50.00

46. Use or travel upon sidewalk- unauthorized equipment or device 3.17(b) $ 50.00

47. Unauthorized use of roadway - washing vehicle 3.18 $ 50.00

48. Unauthorized use of roadway - waxing vehicle
3.18 $

50.00

49. Unauthorized use of roadway - greasing vehicle
3.18 $

50.00

50. Unauthorized use of roadway - repairing vehicle
3.18 $

50.00

51. Deposit unauthorized coinage in centralized parking meter 5.26(f) $ 100.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

ITEM COLUMN 1

Part I Provincial Offences Act

BY- LAW NO., 2697

COLUMN 2

TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY- LAW

COLUMN 3

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or Defining Set Fine

Offence

52. Cause unauthorized coinage to be deposited in centralized 5.26(f) $ 100.00

parking meter

53. Attempt to deposit unauthorized coinage in centralized parking 5.26(f) $ 100.00

meter

54. Move, remove, alter or tamper with centralized parking meter 5.26(h) $ 150.00

55. Unauthorized use of parking space or parking lot - camping 5.26(i) $ 150.00

56. Unauthorized use of parking space or parking lot - overnight 5.26(i) $ 150.00

occupancy of vehicle

57. Unauthorized use of parking space or parking lot - temporary 5.26(i) $ 150.00

residence in vehicle

58. Unauthorized use of parking space or parking lot - person using 5.26(i) $ 150.00

vehicle for staying overnight

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY- LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY- LAW

ITEM

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Park on a Highway - Display for sale 3.19

Stop/park vehicle on sidewalk 4.1 (a) 

Stop/park vehicle within crosswalk/ crossover 4.1 (a) 

Stop/park vehicle within railway crossing 4.1 (a) 

Stop/park vehicle on boulevard 4.1 (a) 

Permit vehicle to be stopped/parked on sidewalk 4.1 (a) 

Permit vehicle to be stopped/ parked on 4.1 (a) 

crosswalk/ crossover

Permit vehicle to be stopped /parked within 4.1 (a) 

railway crossing

Permit vehicle to be stopped/ parked on boulevard 4.1 (a) 

Stop/park vehicle in front of lane/ Janeway/ 4.1 (b) 

driveway/ alley entrance

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY- LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY- LAW

ITEM

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Permit vehicle to be stopped/ parked in front of 4.1(b) 

lane/ laneway/ driveway/ alley entrance

Park/stop vehicle within 1m. of lane/ laneway/ 4.1 (b) 

driveway/ alley entrance

Permit vehicle to be stopped/ parked within 1m. of 4.1 (b) 

lane/ laneway/ driveway/ alley entrance

Stop/ park vehicle more than 0.15m. from curbline 4.1(c) 

right-hand wheels) 

Permit vehicle to be stopped/ parked more than 4.1(c) 

0.15m. from curbline ( right-hand wheels) 

Stop/ park in winter - too far from curb line ( right- 4.1 (c) 

hand wheels) 

Permit vehicle to be stopped/ parked in winter - 4.1 ( c) 

too far from curbline ( right-hand wheels) 

Double Parking 4.1 ( d) 

Permit Double Parking 4.1(d) 

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

60.00

60.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

70.00

70.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY-LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY- LAW

ITEM

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Stop/park vehicle on left side of roadway where 4.1(e) 

not permitted on roadway side of stopped vehicle

Permit vehicle to be stopped/ parked on left side 4.1(e) 

of roadway where not permitted

Park/ stop vehicle - obstruct traffic 4.1 (f) 

Permit vehicle to be parked/ stopped - obstruct 4.1 (f) 

traffic

Park/ stop vehicle within Sm. of Fire Hall 4.1 (g) 

same side of highway) 

Permit vehicle to be parked/ stopped within Sm. of 4.1 (g) 

Fire Hall ( same side of highway) 

Stop/ park vehicle within 30m. of Fire Hall 4.1 (g) 

opposite side of roadway) 

Permit vehicle to be stopped/ parked within 30m. 4.1 (g) 

of Fire Hall ( opposite side of roadway) 

Stop/ park vehicle within 9m. of intersection 4.1 (h) 

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

50.00

50.00

60.00

60.00

95.00

95.00

95.00

95.00

50.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

60.00

60.00

70.00

70.00

105.00

105.00

105.00 _ 

105.00

60.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY- LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY-LAW

ITEM

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Permit vehicle to be stopped/ parked within 9m. of 4.1 (h) 

intersection

Stop/ park vehicle on bridge/ subway or approach 4.1 (i) 

to bridge

Permit vehicle to be stopped/ parked on bridge/ 4.1 (i) 

subway or approach to bridge

Park/ stop vehicle within 3m. of fire hydrant 4.10) 

Park/ stop vehicle - entrance to church/ hotel/ hall 4.1 (k) 

Permit vehicle to be parked/stopped - entrance to 4.1 (k) 

church/ hotel/ hall

Park/ stop vehicle - entrance to hospital/ other 4.1 (k) 

public building

Permit vehicle to be stopped/ parked - entrance to 4.1 (k) 

hospital/ other public building

Stop/ park vehicle within 15m. of intersection 4.1 (I) 

controlled by traffic signals

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

50.00

95.00

95.00

95.00

50.00

50.00

60.00

60.00

95.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

60.00

105.00

105.00

105.00

60.00

60.00

70.00

70.00

105.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. · 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY-LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY- LAW

ITEM

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Permit vehicle to be stopped/ parked within 15m. 4.1 (I) 

of intersection controlled by traffic signals

Park/ stop vehicle within 15m. of railway crossing 4.1 (m) 

Permit vehicle to be parked/ stopped within 15m. 4.1 (m) 

of railway crossing

Park/ stop vehicle - prevent removal of parked 4.1 (n) 

vehicle

Permit vehicle to be stopped - prevent removal of 4.1 (n) 

parked vehicle

Stop/ park vehicle on roadway - less than 6m. 4.1(o) 

wide

Permit vehicle to be parked/ stopped on roadway 4.1 ( o) 

less than 6m. wide

Stop/ park vehicle within 15m. of pedestrian 4.1 (p) 

crossover

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

95.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

105.00

70.00

70.00

70.00

70.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY- LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY- LAW

ITEM

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Permit vehicle to be parked/ stopped within 15m. of 4.1(p) 

pedestrian crossover

Stop/ park vehicle alongside or adjacent to railway 4.1 (q) 

tracks

Permit vehicle to be parked/ stopped alongside or 4.1 ( q) 

adjacent to railway tracks

Stop/ park vehicle within loading zone 4.1 (r) 

Permit vehicle to be stopped/ parked within 4.1 (r) 

loading zone

Stop/ park vehicle upon Municipal Property 4.1 (s) 

Permit vehicle to be stopped/ parked upon 4.1 (s) 

Municipal Property

Stop/ park vehicle in signed place or location - 4.1 (t) 

emergency vehicles only

Permit vehicle to be stopped/ parked in signed 4.1 (t) 

place or location - emergency vehicles only

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

115.00

115.00

95.00

95.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

125.00

125.00

105.00

105.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY-LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY-LAW

ITEM

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Stop/ park vehicle - prohibited parking 4.1 (u) 

Permit vehicle to be stopped/ parked - prohibited 4.1 (u) 

parking

Park vehicle contrary to restrictions 5.2

Park vehicle in excess of 2 hours - roadway or 5.3

highway

Permit vehicle to be parked in excess of 2 hours - 5.3

roadway or highway

Permit vehicle to stand in excess of 2 hours - 5.3

roadway or highway

Vehicle parked or standing between 3:00am and 5.4

5:00am - roadway or highway

Park vehicle on one-way street - left side wheels 5.5

more than 0.3m. from curbline

Park vehicle on one-way street in winter - left side 5.5

wheels too far from curbline

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

95.00

50.00

50.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

70.00

70.00

70.00

70.00

70.00

70.00

105.00

60.00

60.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above i,s s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY- LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY- LAW

ITEM

64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Park vehicle in metered parking space on highway 5.6

or roadway - fail to pay deposit

Park vehicle in metered parking space/ parking 5.7

zone on highway or roadway- longer period than

deposit paid

Park vehicle in metered parking space/ parking 5.7

zone in designated parking lot - longer period

than deposit paid

Park vehicle in metered parking space/ parking 5.8

zone on highway or roadway - beyond maximum

time

Park vehicle in metered parking space/ parking 5.8

zone in designated parking lot- beyond maximum

time

Park vehicle not wholly within metered parking 5.9

space/ parking zone on highway or roadway - fail

to pay additional deposit

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

40. 00

40. 00

40. 00

55. 00

55. 00

40. 00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

50. 00

50. 00

50. 00

65. 00

65. 00

50. 00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY-LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY-LAW

ITEM

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

76. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Park vehicle not wholly within metered parking 5.9

space/ parking zone in designated parking lot -

fail to pay additional deposit

Park vehicle in parking space on highway or 5.10

roadway - too far from meter

Park heavy truck/ bus/ school bus in residential 5.13

zone

Allow heavy truck/ bus/ school bus to stand in 5.13

residential zone

Park motorcycle improperly 5.15

Park more than three ( 3) motorcycles in one ( 1) 5.16

parking space

Park/ stop/ stand/ leave vehicle - designated 5.17

accessible parking space - no valid accessible

parking permit displayed

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

55.00

40. 00

50. 00

50.00

40.00

40.00

Not Applicable

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

65.00

50. 00

60. 00

60.00

50.00

50. 00

400. 00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY- LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY-LAW

ITEM

77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Park/ stop/ stand/ leave vehicle - vehicle in access 5.18

aisle associated with designated accessible

parking space

Park/ stop/ stand/ leave more than one ( 1) vehicle 5.19

in designated accessible parking space -

Park vehicle in occupied designated accessible 5.20

parking space

Fail to park in parking space - designated parking 5.24

lot

Park vehicle - fail to pay fee - designated parking 5.24

lot

Park vehicle other than motor vehicle - parking 5.26(a) 

space - designated parking lot

Park more than one (1) vehicle in parking space - 5.26(b) 

designated parking lot

Park motor vehicle in occupied parking space - 5.26(c) 

designated parking lot

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

60.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

400.00

400.00

400.00

70.00

70.00

70.00

70.00

70.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY-LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY-LAW

ITEM

85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

89. 

90. 

91. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Park motor vehicle in more than one ( 1) parking 5.26(d) 

space - fail to pay multiple parking fees -

designated parking lot

Park motor vehicle in excess of authorized time - 5.26(g) 

designated parking lot

Park vehicle in Electric Vehicle Charging Parking 5.29

Space - not electric vehicle

Park vehicle in Electric Vehicle Charging Parking 5.29

Space - not connected to charging equipment

Park vehicle in Electric Vehicle Charging Parking 5.29

Space - fail to purchase electric power from

associated charging equipment

Park electric vehicle in electric vehicle charging 5.30

parking space - expired time

Park vehicle on municipal property - no municipal 5.31

consent

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

60.00

60.00

115.00

115.00

115.00

115.00

115.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

70.00

70.00

125.00

125.00

125.00

125.00

125.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY- LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY- LAW

ITEM

92. 

93. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Park vehicle on private property - no owner 5.33

consent

Park vehicle in front yard - residential zone 5.35

Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or 5.36

prohibition - fire

Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or 5.36

prohibition - parade

Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or 5.36

prohibitions - assembly of persons

Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or 5.36

prohibition - congestion of traffic

Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or 5.36

prohibition - construction project

Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or 5.36

prohibition - emergency

Park on highway - Display for sale - Beach Zone 5.28

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

115.00

60.00

115.00

115.00

115.00

115.00

115.00

115.00

80.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

125.00

70.00

125.00

125.00

125.00

125.00

125.00

125.00

90.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY- LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY- LAW

ITEM

101. 

102. 

103. 

104. 

105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Stop/park vehicle on sidewalk - Beach Zone 5.28

Stop/park vehicle on crosswalk/ crossover - Beach 5.28

Zone

Stop/park vehicle on boulevard - Beach Zone 5.28

Stop/park vehicle in front of lane/ Janeway/ 5.28

driveway/ alley entrance - Beach Zone

Stop/park vehicle within 1m. of lane/ laneway/ 5.28

driveway/ alley entrance- Beach Zone

Stop/ park vehicle more than 0.15m. from curb 5.28

lane (right-hand wheels) - beach Zone

Double Parking - Beach Zone 5.28

Stop/ park on left side of roadway where not 5.28

permitted - Beach Zone

Stop/ park vehicle obstructing traffic - Beach Zone 5.28

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

80.00

80.00

80.00

80.00

80.00

80.00

95.00

80.00

95.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

90.00

90.00

90.00

90.00

90.00

90.00

105.00

90.00

105.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY-LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY- LAW

ITEM

110. 

111. 

112. 

113. 

114. 

115. 

116. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Stop/ park vehicle within 9m. of intersection - 5.28

Beach Zone

Stop/ park vehicle on bridge/ subway or approach 5.28

thereto - Beach Zone

Stop/ park vehicle within 3m. of fire hydrant - 5.28

Beach Zone

Stop/ park vehicle - entrance to church/ hotel/ hall 5.28

Beach Zone

Stop/ park vehicle- other public building - Beach 5.28

Zone

Stop/ park vehicle within 15m. of intersection 5.28

controlled by traffic signals - Beach Zone

Stop/ park vehicle within 15m. of railway crossing 5.28

Beach Zone

117 .. Stop/ park vehicle - prevent removal of parked 5.28

vehicle - Beach Zone

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

80.00

115.00

115.00

80.00

95.00

95.00

95.00

95.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

90.00

125.00

125.00

90.00

105.00

105.00

105.00

105.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY-LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY-LAW

ITEM

118. 

119. 

120. 

121. 

122. 

123. 

124. 

125. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Stop/ park vehicle on roadway - less than 6m. 5.28

wide - Beach Zone

Stop/ park vehicle within 15m. of pedestrian 5.28

crossover- Beach Zone

Stop/ park vehicle in loading zone - Beach Zone 5.28

Stop/ park vehicle on municipal property - Beach 5.28

Zone

Stop/ park vehicle in signed place or location - 5.28

emergency vehicle only- Beach Zone

Stop/ park vehicle - prohibited parking - Beach 5.28

Zone

Stop/ park vehicle contrary to restrictions - Beach 5.28

Zone

Park vehicle in excess of 2 hours - roadway or 5.28

highway - Beach Zone

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

95._00

80.00

80.00

160.00

160.00

95.00

95.00

95.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

105.00

90.00

90.00

175.00

175.00

105.00

105.00

105.00

NOTE: The. penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY- LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY- LAW

ITEM

126. 

127. 

128. 

129. 

130. 

131. 

132. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Permit vehicle to stand in excess of 2 hours - 5.28

roadway or highway - Beach Zone

Vehicle parked or standing between 3:00am and 5.28

5:00am - roadway or highway - Beach Zone

Park vehicle in metered parking space on roadway 5.28

or highway - fail to pay deposit - Beach Zone

Park vehicle in metered parking space/ parking 5.28

zone on highway or roadway - longer parked than

deposit paid - Beach Zone

Park vehicle in metered parking space/ parking 5.28

zone in designated parking lot - longer parked

than deposit paid - Beach Zone

Park vehicle in metered parking space/ parking 5.28

zone on highway or roadway - beyond maximum

time - Beach Zone

Park vehicle in metered parking space/ parking 5.28

zone - designated parking lot - beyond maximum

time - Beach Zone

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

95.00

115.00

65.00

65.00

80.00

65.00

80.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

105.00

125.00

75.00

75.00

90.00

75.00

90.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY- LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY-LAW

ITEM

133. 

134. 

135. 

136. 

137. 

138. 

139. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Park vehicle not wholly within metered parking 5.28

space/ parking zone on highway or roadway - fail

to pay additional deposit - Beach Zone

Park vehicle not wholly within metered parking 5.28

space/ parking zone in designated parking lot -

fail to pay additional deposit - Beach Zone

Park vehicle in parking space on roadway or 5.28

highway - too far from meter - Beach Zone

Park heavy truck/ bus/ school bus in residential 5.28

zone - Beach Zone

Allow heavy truck/ bus/ school bus to stand in 5.28

residential zone - Beach Zone

Park motorcycle improperly - Beach Zone 5.28

Park more than three (3) motorcycles in one (1) 5.28

parking space - Beach Zone

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

90.00

90.00

65.00

80.00

80.00

65.00

65.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

100.00

100.00

75.00

90.00

90.00

75.00

75.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY- LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY- LAW

ITEM

140. 

141. 

142. 

143. 

144. 

145. 

146. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Park/ stop/ stand/ leave vehicle in designated 5.28

accessible parking space - no valid accessible

parking permit displayed - Beach Zone

Park/ stop/ stand/ leave vehicle in access aisle 5.28

associated with designated accessible parking

space - Beach Zone

Park/ stop/ stand/ leave more than one ( 1) vehicle 5.28

in designated accessible parking space - Beach

Zone

Park vehicle in occupied Designated Accessible 5.28

Parking Space - Beach Zone

Fail to park vehicle in parking space - Designated 5.28

Parking Lot - Beach Zone

Park vehicle - fail to pay fee - Designated Parking 5.28

Lot - Beach Zone

Park vehicle other than motor vehicle - parking 5.28

space - Designated Parking Lot - Beach Zone

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

95.00

95.00

95.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

475.00

475.00

475.00

475.00

105.00

105.00

105.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY- LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY- LAW

ITEM

147. 

148. 

149. 

150. 

151. 

152. 

153. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Park more than one ( 1) motor vehicle in parking 5.28

space - Designated Parking Lot - Beach Zone

Park motor vehicle in occupied parking space - 5.28

Designated Parking Lot - Beach Zone

Park motor. vehicle in more than one ( 1) parking 5.28

space - fail to pay multiple fees - Designated

Parking Lot - Beach Zone

Park motor vehicle in excess of authorized time - 5.28

Designated Parking Lot - Beach Zone

Park vehicle in Electric Vehicle Charging Parking 5.28

Space - not an electric vehicle - Beach Zone

Park vehicle in Electric Vehicle Charging Parking 5.28

Space - not connected to charging equipment -

Beach Zone

Park vehicle in Electric Vehicle Charging Parking 5.28

Space - fail to purchase electric power from

associated charging equipment - Beach Zone

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

95.00

95.00

95.00

95.00

190.00

190.00

190.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

105.00

105.00

105.00

105.00

200.00

200.00

200.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY-LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY- LAW

ITEM

154. 

155. 

156. 

157. 

158. 

159. 

160. 

161. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Park vehicle in Electric Vehicle Charging Parking 5.28

Space - expired time - Beach Zone

Park vehicle on municipal property - no municipal 5.28

consent - Beach Zone

Park vehicle on private property - no owner 5.28

consent - Beach Zone

Park vehicle in front yard - residential zone - 5.28

Beach Zone

Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or 5.28

prohibition - fire - Beach Zone

Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or 5.28

prohibition - parade - Beach Zone

Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or 5.28

prohibition - assembly of persons - Beach Zone

Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or 5.28

prohibition - congestion of traffic- Beach Zone

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

190.00

190.00

190.00

95.00

190.00

190.00

190.00

190.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

200.00

200.00

200.00

105.00

200.00

200.00

200.00

200.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 



THE CORPORATION OF THE

MUNICIPALITY OF CENTRAL ELGIN

Part II Provincial Offences Act

BY- LAW NO. 2697 TITLE: TRAFFIC AND PARKING BY- LAW

ITEM

162. 

163. 

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

Short Form Wording Provision Creating or

Defining Offence

Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or 5.28

prohibition - construction project - Beach Zone

Park vehicle contrary to temporary restrictions or 5.28

prohibition - emergency - Beach Zone

COLUMN 3

Voluntary payment

payable within 7 days

190.00

190.00

COLUMN 4

Set Fine

200.00

200.00

NOTE: The penalty provision( s) for the offence( s) indicated above is s. 8 of By-Law No. 2697, a certified copy of which by-law has

been filed. 




